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This thesis presents the development of an on-chip built-in testable error correction

circuit (on-chip BIT ECC) for embedded memories in VLSVASIC systems. Firsr, epor

control coding (ECC) for high-speed memories is briefly reviewed, focus is placed on the

modified Hamming (n,k) SEC-DED codes and a parallel VLSI implementation. Second,

built-in test as a solution to VLSVASIC designs is studied, a built-in testable architecture

and design method for on-chip ECCs for embedded memories is proposed. The design rep-

resents a solution for built-in self testing of embedded memories with on-chip ECC in a

divide-and{onquer strategy. It features: i) >99Vo fault coverage for the stuck-at faults

in the on-chip ECC circuitry; ii) integrates the advantages of multiple BIST technologies,

such as pseudorandom test, pseudoconcurrent/interleaved test, and scan test; iii) impacts

the system performance by only one gate delay regardless of the size of the on-chip ECC

impiemented; and iv) uses up to 50Vo less on-<hip test generation hardware and reduced

testing time overhead than customary BIST implementations, as a result of test stimulus

compaction and mappings dictated by the ECC codes implemented. The same built-in test

circuitry can be dynamically reconfigured under software control to support four self test

modes, corresponding to different BIST environments. The design method has been im-

plemented and verified, through the development of a built-in testable Hamming (22,16)

SEC-DED circuit, using the CadencerM CAD tools, Verilog HDL, and Verilog-Xl simula-

tor. A prototype was produced using Xilinx FPGAs under the same EDA environment.
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The evolution of computer architecture and the advance of VLSI technology have

enabled advanced features, such as higher integration ofVLSI processor (signal processor)

chip sets, and system-on-a-chip ASICs. VLSVASIC solutions are key to many technology

companies keeping pace in today's competitive market. One of the dominant characteris-

tics of a VLSI system solution is that it may include processors (zuSC processors, DSP

cores), memories, system control and interface logic, and perhaps most of the system pe-

ripherais on the same chip [V/ILS93]. This dramatically improves system functionality,

speed, reliability, and serviceability of modern computer/communications systems. At the

same time, this has presented serious testing obstacles. The design may be beyond the reach

of design simulation tools, making it virtually untestable.

CHAPTER 1

TNT'RODUCTTON

Fault tolerant VLSVASIC systems trade-off hardware/software redundancy and

operating speed to achieve a higher degree of system reliability and availability tWALf 90l.

The use of error control coding (ECC) techniques in high speed memories (i.e. cache me-

mories, private memories, embedded memories) may be one of the simplest ways in which

this redundancy-speed-reliability trade-off is implemented. Eror conrrol codes (ECC)

have been applied in various aspects of the modern computer systems: memory arithmetic,

logic, and communications [RaFu89]. For high performance embedded memory units in

VLSVASIC systems, on--chip ECC is the principle candidate to ensure data integrity of the

memory internal to the system. On-chip ECC circuits consume about IOVo to 20Vo of the

total on-chip memory atea, and help enhance theoretical yield by a factor of 3 (at about2.5

particles/cmz defectdensity), and depress the soft eÍror rate at a factor of 10 (at an cr-flux



densiry of 1 cm-2 h-1; ¡Easa91, RaFugg, FuArgg, MANos3l. on-chip ECC is also re-

garded as one of the concurrent test methods, based upon its capability of detecting and/or

correcting effors on the fly and reporting error occurrence synchronously. Still, questions

may exist such as: V/hat if on-+hip ECCs fail due to faults on the on--chip ECC circuit itself

with the same error rate as on the memory cell arrays? What effective measures should be

taken to capture a faulty on--chip ECC, if any, at run times to ensure the concurrent judge

of data integrity is judging conectly?

In any event, embedded memory is becoming a key component of VLSVASIC sys-

tem chips, as memory bandwidth is one of the most serious bottlenecks to the system per-

formance. In addition, today's silicon VLSVASIC process technology can afford large

memory integration with other logic circuitry. For the sake of improved system reliability,

embedded memories with builrin ECC (or on-chip ECC) are integrared in WSVASIC

system chips. The challenging task is the vendor and manufacturing test of those embedded

memories with builrin ECC. In embedded memories, the address, data, and read/write in-

puts may not be directly controllable and the data output may not be directly observable

through the VO pins of the VLSVASIC chip. As a matter of fact, on-chip ECC is internal

to the embedded memories, and transparent to the user. Though seif testing is a solution

to the problem, the issue of testing embedded memories with on-chip ECC in its entirety

has not yet been addressed in the literature. Built-in seif-test (BIST) methods for em-

bedded RAMs or ROMs have been proposed, which aim at self testing of the memory cell

arrays [JaSt86, SuWa84, FASA9O, ZoIv9Z], or aim at self testing of the information bits

and check bits of memory cell arrays when on--chip ECC is employed [FrSa91].

On-chip ECC circuitry is sizable enough to itself wamant provisions for testabilify.

Being fully combinational, as the parallel implementation of Hamming (n,k) SEC-DED

code in this thesis, the on-chip ECC circuitry is a prime candidate for built-in self test. The



ultimate objective of this thesis study is, therefore, to develop a built-in testable architec-

ture and a design method for the on-chip ECC. It shall provide a design-for-testability

method for modular development of on--chip builrin testable ECCs (on-chip BIT ECCs)

for embedded memories in VLSVASIC systems. It shall employ a divide-and-conquer

strategy for self testing embedded memories with on--chip ECC in its entirety. It shall fully

support dynamic system reconfigurability by taking part in automatic fault reporting logic

of the system. Furthermore, it shall support self-testing an affay of homogeneous em-

bedded memories effectively under a single or multiple-processor based system environ-

ment. In a homogeneous multi-processor system all local (private) memories with built-in

ECCs may have same configuration, test vectors can be supplied to all on-chip ECC cir-

cuits on the system chip in parallel from a single on-chip test generation circuit, and self

testing of those on-chip ECCs for the embedded private memory affays can all be done in

parallel. Another objective of this thesis study is to minimize the size of this on-chip test

generator, given an on-chip ECC of any size.

The test can then be used on demand, as in power-up self test (POST) or diagnostic

test. It can also be repeated at dedicated intervals of time interleaved with the process. In

the case of interleaved self test, a very short test sequence is desirable in order to minimize

the impact on processor performance. Another objective of this thesis study is to minimize

the test time.

The interleaved self test can be taken as pseudoconcurrent test. It allows the on-

chip ECC to make use of the processor's idle time to perform partial self test, without steal-

ing any time away from normal processor operation. In a scan test environment, the same

built-in test hardware should be reconfigured under software control to form a portion of

register chain to support scan test of the on-chip ECC circuit itself or other system modules

on the same register chain in the system. Another objective of this thesis study is, therefore,



to develop dynamically reconfigurable (programmable) built-in test circuitry to support

multiple self test methods integrated in the proposed built-in testable architecture.

In this thesis, Chapter 2 will briefly review error control coding (ECC) theory and

techniques for high speed memories. Generic memory-chip codes and on-chip ECC struc-

ture shall be described in the light of improving yield and enor rate. In addition, a modified

Hamming (n, k) SEC-DED codes and an optimized (parallel, bit-sliced, and fully combi-

national) VLSI impiementation are examined in detail.

Chapter 3 gives an overview of built-in test for VLSVASIC systems under the head-

ing of design-for-testability. Fundamentals in modern test theory such as structural test,

fault models and fault coverage, fault grading methods are studied; followed by discussions

of some of the built-in test technologies and structures in testable VLSVASIC designs. It

shows that built-in test has become a portion of VLSVASIC design.

Chapter 4 starts with testability analysis on the major components of an optimized

on-chip ECC implementation for the modified Hamming (22,16) SEC-DED codes. A

natural partition for testability is then proposed. Different stages in developing a compact

set oftest vectors that guarantees>99Vo coverage of single stuck-at faults in the on-chip

ECC circuitry is described. It is noted that the test vector matrix compaction ruie, dictated

by the ECC codes, resulted in up to 507o less on-chip test generation hardware and a re-

duced testing time than conventional BIST impiementations.

Also included in Chapter4 is aBIST architecture for an on-chip ECC that integrates

the advantages of multiple BIST technologies: pseudorandom test, pseudoconcurrent test,

scan test and scan path. This feature is facilitated through dynamic reconfigurable hard-

ware design of the built-in test circuitry. Four programmable self test modes are dedicated



to different BIST environments under which the VLSVASIC system may operate. The con-

trol signal and intermittent status for coordinating the self tests are explicitly defined in this

chapter.

Chapter 5 presents a structured modular VLSI implementation of all components

and the integrated built-in testable on-chip ECC module itself. Considerations behind

each of the configurations are presented. The measure taken to feature particular logic de-

signs, for instance, to suppress aliasing problems inherently with signature generation tech-

niques, are described.

The integrated VLSI EDA tools from Cadence Design Systems Inc. are extensively

used throughout from design implementation, simulation and verification, to rapid proto-

typing. It is worthwhile to mention that the hardware description language (HDL) Verilog

(as high level simulation language) was used in the development of stimulus for design sim-

ulations using the high performance Verilog-Xl simulator; Xiiinx FPGA development

package, and Xilinx 4000 series technology library cells and devices were used, which en-

abled us to impiement, verify and validate the builrin testable design method in a well-

structured and easy-to-implement way. A brief description of using the Verilog HDL and

high performance Verilog-Xl simulator under the integrated CadencerM (V4.2) EDA en-

vironment is also included in Chapter 5.

Chapter 5 concludes with rapid design prototyping and validation. After the design

implementation has been verified through logic and timing simulation, design prototyping

is illustrated by downloading the netlist information of the design onto a target Xilinx field

progranìmable gate amay (FPGA) chip on a demonstration board. The Xilinx Development

System with Xilinx 4000 family demonstration board integrated into the CadencerM (V4.2)

on a desktop of SparcStation 10 under UNIX operating system was used. Evaluations of



the prototype on the FPGA device XC4003b are presented, which help to validate the solu-

tion previously proposed and implemented.

Chapter 6 draws the conclusions of this thesis research work. Further development

of this research work are proposed. A direct work plan may inciude the investigations of

approaches and techniques to convert the modular buitt-in testable design method into

VLSVASIC design aids in EDA sysrems.
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2.1 Awtroduction

In computer systems, iarge amounts of data move between various subsystems. For

instance, the data traffic between the CPU and main memory may be of the order of 100

million bits every second. Even though the system is designed for very high reliability,

there are bound to be a few errors in these communications caused by such things as the

atmospherics noise, electrical noise, component or device malfunctions, or sometimes de-

sign or program faults. It is imperative that the system detects/corrects these errors as and

when they occur. Some remedial action such as error correction or error recovery must take

place before a more serious situation iike a system crash arises.

CHAPTER.2

Error control coding for computer systems is now an established field of study

[RaFu89]. It is an extension of error control coding for communications, but stresses the

problems of reliable computation which significantly differs from the problems of reliable

communications. For instance, the later assumes perfect reliable computing and processing

at the transmitter and receiver, and has less severe restraints on computation time for error

correction. Further, in communication systems error detection combined with acknowl-

edgement and retransmission protocols often provides a satisfactory method of obtaining

reliable communication in the presence of communication channel errors. However, in

computing if the presence of errors is detected in a word retrieved from memory, there may

be no way of determining what the correct word is.



In this chapter we shall briefly review various aspects of the on-chip ECC codes for

high speed memories. Gene¡ic on-chip ECC structures are described with respect to chip

yield and error rate improvement. The modified Hamming (n, k) SEC-DED codes and a

parallel, bit-sliced, and fuily combinational VLSI implementation are to be examined in

detaii, illustrating that self testing is a solution for embedded on-chip ECC logic. We shall

also take a brief look at some othe¡ fault tolerant methods such as self checking for on-chip

ECCs. We defer the testability analysis of the optimized impiementation of the Hamming

(n,k) SEC-DED codes to Chapter 4 where we shall elaborates the controllability and ob-

servability (testability) of each of the major components of the on-chip ECC circuit and

propose a design-for-testability (DFT) solution to a modular on-chip built-in testable

ECC design.

2.2 Codes f,or high speed rïIemories

Several types of error coffection codes (ECC) have been successfully applied to

memory systems, including high speed memories (i.e. control memories, cache memories,

private memories, and embedded memories). Every memory designer has adopted for

some form of error checking or correcting (ECC) code in order to enhance reliability. The

ECC codes used at present for on-chip ECC are from the class of linear codes, and involve

adding check bits to the information bits. The embedding ECC logic is transparent to the

user. For improved reliability, concurrent ECC capacity has been found essential for over

megabyte-level chip designs [FuAr89, KALI9O].

There are basically two categories of ECC codes for high speed memories: bit eruor

correcting/detecting codes and byte (burst) oriented error coffecting/detecting codes. In

each category, code classes are designated based on the capacity features of the codes.

There exist many resources in the literature on coding theory and techniques for high speed



memories and embedded memories [FuPr9O, YAMA88, PETE61, RaFugg, LoHu gg,

FASA9OI. In [RaFu89] two chapters are dedicated to error control codes for high speed

memories. Included are modified Hamming SEC-DED codes, memory chip codes, dou-

ble-bit-error correcting codes, code design techniques for high speed memories, and single

byte-error detecting (SbEC) codes, single-byte-error correcting and double-byte-error

detecting (SbEC-DbED) codes, and byte/burst--eror detecting SEC-DED codes.

One of notable features of the codes for high speed memories is that parallel encod-

ing and decoding is required to maintain high rates of throughput. Therefore, the encoding

and decoding circuits are implemented by combinational logic instead of linear feedback

shift registers (LFSR).

'We restrict our discussion to the class of modified Hamming (n,k) SEC-DED

codes, one of the most widely used on-chip (n,k) codes for high speed memories. A modi-

fied Hamming (22,16) SEC-DED code and its parallel VLSI implementation had been se-

lected in this thesis as a starting point for developing a built-in testable architecture and

design-for-testability method for an on-chip Hamming (n,k) sEC-DED circuit.

2.3 hzfodifTed E{am?mimg (m,[c) SÐC-ÐEI] codes

A Hamming SEC-DED code can correct single-bit effors and detect double-bit er-

rors. This code can be formed by extending a Hamming SEC code with an overall parity

check, that is, a check on all the symbols in the code. The H matrix of an original Hamming

(n,k) SEC-DED code is shown in Fig. 2-1. Heren represents the number of bits in a coded

memory wotd, k the number of bits in original memory word. The original Hamming (n,k)

SEC-DED code can be modified and optimized,by applying algebraic operations over the

rows and columns of its H matrix. The resulting code is called a modified Hamming (n,k)



SEC-DED code. The

known as Hsiao code)

H matrix of modified Hamming (22,

is shown in Figure 2-2.
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The minimum distance of a SEC-DED code is at least 4. Since an n-tuple of weight

3 or less is not a codedword, any set of three columns of the H matrix should be linearly

independent. Note that the sum of two odd-weight r tuples is an even-weight r tuple. For

this property, a SEC-DED code with r check bits can be constructed with its H matrix being

constituted of distinct nonzero r-tuples of column vectors having odd weight IHSIA7OI.

This code is different from the original Hamming SEC-DED code whose H matrix has an

all 1's row vector in addition to the SEC code H matrix. The modified Hamming code, more

specifically, is an odd-weight-+o1umn SEC-DED code, for every H matrjx column vector

is oddweight. Itis alsonotedthemodifiedHamming(22,76)SEC-DEDcodehas aoptimal
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minimum number of 1's in its H matrix, which makes the hardware implementation and the

speed of encoding/decoding circuit optimal. It satisfies the condition of minimum--equal-

weight code, and hence it is called an optimal code from the practical point of view.

Figure 2-3 illustrates a memory model using on-chip (n,k) codes. For simplicity,

we have illustrated an example H matrix (withn=Z2 and k= 16), rather than to give complex

mathematic expressions to construct this code. From practical view of point, it is important

to tealize how the ECC structure effects real hardware implementations of the code con-

cemed; and how the ECCs such as the Hamming (n,k) SEC-DED code minimizes the real

probability of miscorrection whenever triple or more errors occur. A miscorrection here

refers to an erroneous decoding that results in an actual increase in the number of errors in

the decoded word. This may happen when a syndrome pattern coincides with some column

of H, then the decoder mistakes it for a single error and applies a miscorrection.

It is found that odd-weight-column SEC-DED codes have practical advantages

and also a lower probability of erroneous decoding and are widely implemented in such

computer systems as IBM 370/r68,303x, 308x, 4300 series , cray 1, Tandem, and so on

[CHEN84].

2.4 Gextenic on-chip ECC stnucture arnd logic implexnemtatiom

From this section on, we will refer discussions of on--chip ECC only to its decoding

architecture and parallel logic implementation. A biock diagram of a generic on-chip ECC

(decoding) circuit is shown in Fig. 24. This circuit consists of a parity generator (pG), a

syndrome generator (SG), a syndrome decoder (SD), and a corection circuit (COR).

Assume a (n,k) code is to be implemented, pG will generate r (r = n-k) parity bits,

l2
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Arroy for check bits

PG: Porily Generolor SG: Syndrome Generotór SD: Syndrome Oecoder COR : Correclion Circuit [D: Error Detector

and SG will generate r syndrome bits from the n-bit input data (k information bits and r

check bits) simultaneously. SD will decode the syndromes and generate k error patterns

that indicate if an error occuffed in any bit, and COR will generate the corrected data using

the error patterns. Usually, COR does not generate the coffected check bits. ED belongs to

the synchronous error/fault reporting system and will generate the error signals to indicate

the occurrence and the types of memory error(s).

Fig.24 A generic on-chip ECC model

As mentioned earlier, an on-chip ECC circuit is composed mainly of extra memory
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cells and the error decoding circuit. In order to implement an on-chip ECC circuit, it is

necessary to reduce the silicon area used for the ECC circuitry and the encoding, decoding,

and conecting logic delay. Figure 2-5 shows an implementation with logic diagram of an

on-chip ECC decoding circuit for a modified Hammin g (22,16) sEC-DED code.

2.5 Self tesÉ solutiom vs. self checl<ing maethod

It is a fact that an increase in the memory readout data size will increase the size of

the on--chip ECC circuit, and therefore increase the probability of circuit failure. The ECC

portion of the system is exposed to the same error prone environment as the memory cells

due to physical defects or operational conditions. Thus the ECC circuit has to withstand

failure in itself without transmitting effoneous data. Research work on fault tolerant ECC

designs using built-in self checking have been reported [GAIT 88]. The simplest method

for seif-checking of an ECC circuit is to re-enter the corrected output, including corrected

check bits, to another syndrome generator; if the syndromes are all zeros, then it is assumed

the ECC circuit is fault free. The built-in test solution represents more recently developed

self-testing methods for VLSVASIC designs. It holds the same capacity of fault detection,

but emphasizes structured modeling of the type of faults expected and providing test vec-

tors with high fault coverage. Fault analysis is performed on a nodel bases for the circuit

under test. This feature is imperative in the initial stages of design development, furthering

the quality of the design. It may also be extended to support built-in self-diagnosis (BISD)

methods in which self-repair may be undertaken if the VLSUWSI design itself is internally

repairable [TrAg93, LoHu88].
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BtrJTLT_IN TEST' FOR. VLSX/ASIC

Testing of VLSVASIC designs is a major portion of the effort in their design, and

manufacturing, and even in their operations at run time. Ever-increasing levels of integra-

tion, and innovations of fault tolerant VLSVASIC system architecture demand that VLSV

ASIC test technology (i.e. test hardware, test software, and test theory) evoive to a high

degree of sophistication. As the number of transistors that can be integrated into one piece

of silicon approaches millions, it would seem that some small portion of those circuits

could be devoted to testing the function the remainder are to implement. This concept is

called "Built-In Test" [McCL86, BARD87, MILL88, ARGA93]. Builrin rest (BIT) rep-

resents a philosophy in VLSI, namely, design for testability (DFT).

CHAPTER.3

In this chapter, we shall start with a brief review of some of the fundamental but

important concepts reiated to the modern test theory and technology [WiPa83, MCCL86].

We shall study general guidelines, applied techniques and evaluation methods for built-in

testable VLSVASIC design. We shall proceed with built-in test architectures or circuit

structures, in respect to test generation, test response compression and analysis, and test

control and support integration. This study would serve as theoretical and technology prep-

aration for developing the proposed BIT solution to on--chip ECC design for embedded me-

modes. The design method, implementation, verjfication, and validation are to be covered

in the next two chapters.
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3.2 tsuilt-in tesf and exfernat-applied test

Built-in test as a major design-for-testability technology addresses the test prob-

lems associated with digital networks of the size that are encountered in working with

VLSVASIC systems. As increased circuit density continues to force very large scale inte-

gration (VLSD to grow, conventional externally applied tests, structural or functional, be-

come less and less satisfactory. Alternative to the externally applied tests is built-in test.

Built-in test refers to any digital test technique where the generation of the tests and the

mechanism for anaiyzing the responses to these tests is an integral part of the circuit being

designed. The dependence on the latest, most sophisticated and costly test systems are less-

ened to a great extent IABRA9O].

Providing built-in test has now become a part of the VLSVASIC design process.

As VLSI reaches commercial applications, quality demands will force some form of de-

sign-for-testability into the system. Taking silicon from the functionality of the design

into built-in test functions is greatly enhanced by the capacity of VLSI digital circuits

themselves. The incremental circuit and area overhead taken by the built-in test structures

can be a small (or affordable) price to pay for the assured testability and the resultant quality

that ensues.

3.3 Stnuctural test and f,umctiomal test

In 1959, R. D. Eldred showed that there was an effective way to test the hardware

of a system rather than its function [BARD87]. This was the beginning of structural test

as we know it today. The structural approach proposes that a digital network or system can

be described in terms of logic primitives and macros (AND, oR, NoT, XoR, FLIp-FLop

and ADDERS). If a test is generated to test the fault of each iogic elements in turn, or to
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make the test pattern more effective and practical according to test algorithms, the faulty

comoonent(s) could be detected a¡d located, and then be removed or substituted by a

stand-by. In contrast, functional test demonstrates an adder could add and so forth, which

provides a more direct measure in design verification and manufacturing test of a digital

network or system. It is recognized that in some cases it is not practical and economically

impossible to exhaustiveiy test all intended functions of a VLSVASIC system of sophisti-

cated complexity or of poor testability.

Buiit-in test can be either structural or functional in nature. Pseudorandom test and

scan test are types of built-in test that perform a structural test of the digital network or sys-

tem. A particularly appealing feature of psudorandom test is that the test patterns can be

generated by simple built-in generators. There are other built-in test methods which per-

form either functional or structural tests, they either work with stored deterministic test pat-

terns or execute functional programs that are designed to exercise specific parts of the digi-

tal network or system.

3.4 Fault mode[s and faulf coverage

The structural approach vs. the functional test also suggests that there is a model

of faults of faults to be detected. Defects introduced during manufacturing, such as, open

interconnections, shorts between conductors, excess leakage current and others, or from

service-related problems such as electromigration, overloading, or burnout will all affect

the logical behavior of the network. Fault modeling in a manner that is consistent with the

representation of the network abstracts the effect of a physical defect into a stuck or faulty

condition on one of the terminals of the gate that hosts the defect. This represents a system-

atic way to assess the malfunction of the network caused by a variety of actuai defect(s).
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The circuit fault model specifies the range of physical defects that can be detected

by a given test procedure. Take the classic stuck-at model as an example, it is generalized

to apply to any fault condition that causes a logic gate to behave as though one of its inputs

or outputs is stuck at logic 1 or 0. Stuck-at faults affect only the interconnections (or lines)

between gates in a logic circuit. The defect can be caused by connections within the gate

being open, as well as by shorts to ground (stuck-at-0), or to the potential of the power

supply (stuck-at-1) and so forth.

The stuck-at model has been the mainstay of the development of test theory. More

complexed fault models have been proposed [MoTh86, ZHAN94]. Some of them are as

follows:

Sequential Fault Model

If two or more lines that are shorted together and form a feedback path that

creates a new state in which the network can exist, the fault is called a

sequential fault.

Combinational Fault Model

If two or more lines that are shorted

that creates a new state in which the

a combinational fault.

Parametric Fault Model

For instance, if a fault causes abnormal currents

parametric fault.

together do not form a feedback path

network can exist, the fault is called

Pattern Sensitive Fault Model

the fault is classified as a
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If the effect of the fault is dependent on the state of some other circuit

in the network, the fault is called pattern sensitive fa_ult.

Delay Fault Model

If a fault causes a combinational circuit to fail to propagate data in time for

clocking into next stage, the fault is classified to be a deray fault.

Fault coverage is a measure of test quality. Fault coverage analysis requires fault

modeling. Fault models help in the generation of test patterns and in the evaluation of test

quality in terms of coverage (the percentage of faults detected by a set of test patterns) of

modeled faults [AgSc88]. Fault coverage can be determined by fault simulation, which

may take a prohibitive amount of computer time for simulation of all faults in a large cir-

cuits in a VLSI /ASIC design. Recent EDA systems provide fault grading tools, such as

Verifault from Cadence, QuickGrade II from Mentor Graphics. Some of those tools come

with the graphics user interfaces (GUI), making them easier to use.

3.5 ÐesigTl veriflcatüon and test

Modern logic and timing simulation tools play an increasing important role in

VLSVASIC design verification. During a simulation, the designer can apply many stimuli

to the software model of the digital system and evaluate the responses. In this way, the

designer can assure the design meets the logic and timing requirements. The simulation

may be entirely in software on a general purpose computer workstation. Aiternatively, the

simulation can be done in a hybrid fashion, where those portion of the system availabie in

hardware are used in conjunction with software models of the portion being evaluated

[V/IER93]. In either way, modern simulation tools associated with sophisticated VLSV

ASIC EDA tools are now available to VLSVASIC designers for design verification.
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Often the simulation is based on a register transfer level (RTL) of the design. Since

this design must be translated to devices and interconnections a-t the silicon le.¡el, se.¡eral

sources of errors must be dealt with. Automatic programs that translate from RTL to gate

level description and gate level descriptions to mask level layout descriptions are available

in varied degree of sophistication. These automatic programs as CAD tools for VLSV

ASIC design preserve the correctness of the design, thus allowing the design to rely heavily

on the software verification done at the higher level. Simulation at lower levels, such as

the simulation after the place and route would provide the design verification with a collec-

tion of more realistic parameters of the design such as the real circuit delays, and offers

more sufficient timing verification of the design. A unit-delay model is often used in simu-

lations at higher levels.

If sufficient design verification is done in the software stages of implementation,

the purpose of the test is to determine that the hardware has been properly fabricated to the

specification. The strict sense of test in this context is by no means to misiead to a "begins

with design and ends with test" conjecture. In more and more technology companies, mar-

ket demands for ever higher quality products are forcing a high testability requirement into

initial specifications. 'When built-in test is incorporated in the VLSVASIC designs to meet

testability specification, the distinction between design and test become moot. At that

point, test is a part of design [BARD87].

3.6 tm-nÍme Éest arnd off-lime test

When the system is operated as intended to perfom some assigned function, it is

said to be "on-line". Often it is desired to test the system after it has been put on-line. This

may be to assure readiness for a critical mission orjob, or may be required to monitor eror

recoveiy procedures, or to measure the fault-tolerant status of the system. If a procedure
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to test the system is performed as a task in the job stream of the system while other tasks

are ongoing, the test is said to be an on-line test. On the other hancl, if the system must be

shut down and,/or dedicated to the test procedure in such a manner that normal system func-

tion stops completely, the test procedure is said to be an off-line test. In other words, the

system must be taken off-line for the test to be performed.

The on-line test implies the test runs at full speed of the system that is under test

and in normal operation. The off-line test may be performed at a speed that is lower than

the one at which the system runs in normal operation.

3.7 tsuiåf-in tesú as a sotrutiom to Éesnahne vg,svasrc desigxas

The ultimate in testable VLSVASIC design is to make the design test itself. To meet

testability specification, a built-in test architecture is a central task in developing any of

testable VLSVASIC designs. Building test into the design, as expected, consumes added

circuit and VO overhead, but at the same time results in visible reductions to the costs of

testing when compared with an external test using automatic test equipment. Built-in test

achieves these savings through the following factors:

i) eliminating (or at least reducing) the costs of test pattern generation and

fault simulation,

ii)

iii)

iv)

shortening the time duration of tests (by running tests at circuit speeds),

simplifying the external test equipment, and

easily adapting to engineering changes.

Concurrent or on-line built-in test includes such methods as effor detection and

correction circuitry, totally self--checking circuits, self-verification, and others. It is worth
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noting that some of the important techniques, such as triple modular redundancy (TMR),

provide an instantaneous correction of errors caused by either permanent or interrúttent

faults. An off-line or built-in test of these circuits must ensure that the redundancy exists

and is active. TMR is less reliable than its simplest version if it does not begin operation

in a fault-free condition. A complete test of eror correction circuitry (ECC) in this context

is a mandatory requirement.

A nonconcurrent built-in test requires a mechanism for supplying test patterns to

the circuit being tested and a means for comparing the responses from the circuit under test

(CUT) to the known good responses as suggested in Figure 3-1. Both mechanism and

means must be compact enough to reasonably be built into the circuit.

Stimulus
Generator

3"7 "î tsuÍ[É-im ûesÉ ¡¡eethodo]ogies

Fig. 3-1 A general nonconcurrent BIST structure

There are many ways to generate the tests, with the simplest categoñzation being

Resoonse
Ana'lyzer
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in terms of the type of testing used: 1) exhaustive test; 2) random test; 3) pre-stored test;

and 4) functional test.

In exhaustive test, the test length is 2n, where n is the number of inputs to the circuits

under test (CUT). Since all possible test patterns are applied, all possibie single and multi-

ple stuck faults are detected (redundancies excepted). The tests are generated with any pro-

cess that cycles exhaustively through the circuit input space, such as a binary counter, a

Gray code generator, a LFSR, or a n-stage noniinear feedback shift register. Exhaustive

test for high input pin count structures requires relatively long test times, but it has been

suggested that circuits can be added to partition such structures into subcircuits, each of

whose input pin count is low enough to permit exhaustive test in a reasonable amount of

time.

Random test implies the application of a randomly chosen subset of the 2n possible

input patterns. (Random testing is a misnomer because the tests are actually chosen pseu-

dorandomly so that the test set is repeatable). A guarantee of the test coverage for the subset

can be obtained by running the test against a fault model of the circuit, or a probabilistic

measure of coverage can be obtained by analytical methods. The number of applied tests

or the size of the subset is constrained by the economically allowable test time. While cir-

cuit partitioning is not needed, some logic modification may be necessary to ensure ade-

quate coverage from the limited test set. Linear feedback shift register (LFSR) or cellular

automata circuits [HoMc9O] are the usual choices for a random test generator.

Pre-stored testing, on the other hand, requires a preliminary step of test generation.

The cost of test generation can be offset by the savings in the test time resulting from a much

smaller number of applied test. The certainty of a know test coverage is an added bonus.

Given this test set, pre-stored test can be achieved in several ways. The simplest approach
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is to store the test patterns in an on-chip ROM and to use a counter to cycle through the

ROM addresses. For relatively complex circuits, the ROM may be rather large. Another

approach to pre-stored test is a technique called "store-and-generate". A much smaller

on-chip ROM, an address counter, and a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) are used,

with the ROM contains r words of n bits each. Each of these r words is used sequentially

as a string value (the seeds) for the n-stage LFSR. For each of the seeds, the LFSR wilt

generate s vectors (of n bits each) that are applied to the n-input circuit as test patterns.

The counter steps the LFSR s times for each address of the ROM. This total of rX s patterns

is presumed to be a complete test set for the structural fault model used.

Functional test is a verification of the intended functions of the circuit. In a complex

digital circuit many different failure models are possible. The assumption that faults can

be modeled as logic gate inputs or output fixed to either a logic 0 or logic 1, as in the single

stuck-at fault model, admittedly does not cover all these failure modes but has remained

successful both because it is computationally feasible (for small circuits) and because it

results in a quaiitative measure of test coverage. Functional testing, being an alternative

to the single stuck-fault model, is an approach that has been suggested to more realistically

account for the actual effects of physical failures on logic. Failures are then modeled at

the register transfer level (RTL) or the functional level in terms of variations in expected

function. One requirement for successfui functional test generation is that it isn't sufficient

for a functional test to determine whether the intended function has been performed cor-

rectly; a functional test should also verify that no unintended function was additionally

performed.

3"7 "2 tsuiåt-ine test nespomse ana[ysis

Built-in test requires a method of checking the output response of the circuit under
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test that is simpier and is less storage-intensive than the conventional bit-by-bit compari-

son of the actual test output with the expected correct values. The usual method is to per-

form some form of data compression on the test responses before making the reference

comparison. The compressed response is refer¡ed to as the "signature" of the circuit under

test, and comparison is made to the precomputed signature of a fault-free version of the

circuit.

The signature and its collection algorithm should meet the following qualitative

guidelines:

1). The algorithm must be simple enough to be implemented as part of the built-

in test circuitry;

2). The implementation must be fast enough to remove it as a limiting factor in

test time;

3). The algorithm must provide approximately logarithmic compression of the

test response data to minimize the reference-signature storage volume.

4). The compression method must not lose information. Specifically, it must not

lose any evidence of a fault indicated by a wrong response from the circuit

under test.

There is no algorithm that unambiguously meets all of these criteria. The greatest

problem is the possibility that the emor pattern from a faulty circuit may be compressed

to the same signature code as the fault-free circuit. Since only a function of the test re-

sponse sequence is verified rather than the sequence itself, there is a loss of information
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that can "mask" effors in the sequence. Fault masking in built-in test is measured by the

probability that a compression of a possible error sequence of test response produces the

same signature as the fault-free circuit.

Different compression techniques and methods have been suggested and some are

in actual use. One can refer to [BARD87I for an introduction of the following methods of

test analysis: 1) parity checking; 2) transition counting; 3) syndrome generation; 4) signa-

ture analysis; 5) Walsh spectra; and 6) cyclic codes.

Among these methods, signature analysis has been the most widely used data com-

pression method for built-in test designs. It uses a shift register with various stages tapped

and fed back to an exclusive OR (XOR) gate that in turn feeds the register input. The feed-

back network configuration of the shift register is determined by a primitive polynomial

which has a small number of terms. This implies a simple and effective hardware imple-

mentation of the signature generation circuit. A modified multiple (parallel) input shift

register (MISR) structure is studied and applied in our project.

3"7.3 Bullt-ixl test stnuctunes

Built-in test is a collection of possibilities, the choice of which depends upon the

application. There is not one best built-in test structure, however, there are factors to con-

sider in relation to evaluation of built-in test structures. These factors are: i) fault coverage

required; ii) system overhead which is tolerable; iii) the impact of the built-in tesr on the

system performance; and vi) the test time that is allowable.

Implementation approaches are different and versatile in a variety of built-in test

architectures. In this section we can not mention all of them with the rewards and hazards
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of each one. Some of those that have been suggested or used in the past are: LFSR or CA

structures for probability-based (pseudorandom) test generation [HoMc9Q], and MISRs

for parallel test response compression (as shown in Figure 3-2); Scan-based built-in test

structures (to be briefly described in the next subsections), may use LSSD oTBILBO based

structures; Others are for simultaneous seif-test (SST) and Fast-forward test. Refer to

IMCCL86] and [BARD87] for detailed circuit srructures for built-in tesr.

3.7.3.L Scan-paÉIa sÉructunes

Fig.3-2 BIST circuir wirh LFSR and MISR

Scan path refers to a disciplined design standard for all storage elements (otherthan

memory arrays) which has the express pulpose of making the stored values easy to control

and easy to observe. With this facility the storage element becomes in effect both a primary

input and primary output. Test input signals can be clocked in through one or multiple scan

paths (scan chains) internal to the circuit under test, and test results can be observed wher-
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ever one of the storage elements occurs in the logic circuit. Thus the test problem reduces

to one for the combinational logic between the storage eiements. The test results can be

scanned (clocked) out along the internal scan path for verification. It is worth noting that

advanced EDA tools today offer scan insertions for gate level VLSVASIC design imple-

mentations. Thus, the configuration needed to convert the storage elements into a chain

of scan registers when in test mode is automated using scan insertion tools.

3"7 "3.2 Boundany scam Éest

TAP (test access port)

SI TCK TMS

Fig. 3-3 A general scan-based BIST design model

Boundary scan test, the inclusion of shift-registers latches around the periphery of

a VLSVASIC chip (or a multiple-chip package), originated from a useful concept for diag-
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nosis at the system or subsystem level. In the most general sense of hardware or system

diagnosis, different diagnostic demands are placed on the testing facility at different pack-

aging levels [GlBr89]. At the chip level, diagnosis of the failing ner (or the circuit) is re-

quired for resolution of zero yield situations at first silicon and later for yield improvement.

At the subsystem level the diagnostics must identify a repair action since it is unlikely that

the package is a throwaway item. At the system level, diagnosis must be able to identify

a field replaceable unit. Because a VLSVASIC chip is likely to be at any of the levels con-

cerned, boundary scan support has become a standard feature in almost every VLSI tech-

nology devices. Figure 3-3 shows a general scan design including boundary scan and inter-

nal scan chains.

IEEE-1149 boundary scan standard is the documentation of references for all

boundary scan design and implementations. It is worth noting that advanced EDA tools

and many VLSI/ASIC vendors provide ready-to-use boundary macrocells or boundary

scan insertion tools IDONN91]. Unless optional boundary scan features are of concern the

designer would not be involved in detailed implementations of the boundary scan circuitry

for the VLSVASIC design. A proprietary scan design methodology with AIPG (automaric

test pattern generation) tools at Bell-Northern Research is given in [DOSI 92]. Refer to

[MaTu9O] for the boundary scan architecture and information on the test access port.
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4.X. lmÉnodmctioxr

A tsUTLT_n\ TESTABN-E ON_CF{TP ECC

In a system VLSVASIC chip, embedded memories with on-chip ECC presents a

solution for wide memory bandwidth and reliable data transfers. It also presents a chailenge

to testing these functional modules internal to the system chip. In the previous chapters,

we have studied error control coding for memory systems, the design for testability (DFT)

philosophy, and the built-in test (BIT) methodology. In this chapter, we shall present a de-

sign-for-testability method for on-chip buiit-in testable ECCs. First, we shall start with

testability analysis of the on-chip ECC implementation presented in Chapter 3 and propose

a natural partition for testability. Second, we shall demonstrate a procedure of test develop-

ment, mapping, and compaction, resulting in reduced hardware overhead and test time as-

sociated with built-in test. Then, we shall describe a built-in testable architecture that inte-

grates the advantages of multiple self test methodologies, and supports up to four BIST

environments. Finally, a viable BIST structure, intraconnections, and control signals are

explicitly defined for moduiar design implementations.

4"2 Ðirtuit pantiúioNninag fon testahiåity

CF{APTER 4

The on--chip ECC can be partitioned as in Fig. 4-1 into two parts: PG/SG and SD/

DC. With reference to logic diagram of the on-+hip ECC circuit in Fig. 2-5,the following

analysis can be made with regard to the testability of the ECC circuit.
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4.2"1. T'he FG/SG Cincuit

The PG/SG blocks generate parity and syndromes from the coded incoming data.

The testability features of this portion of the ECC circuit are as follows:

1) It consists of only linear circuity (XOR logic) with high controllability and

observability;

2) It is a fully bit-sliced implementation, such that every syndrome bit is generated

by its own circuitry;

Each information data bit has a fan-out of 3, which may cause some random

pattern resistance that counteracts the high controllability of the XoR tree.

3)

I

Parity Inl

Data In

------r l-
ll

-n-kll

PG/SG

4.2.2 Tftae SÐ/ÐC Cinc¡riÉ

Fig. 4-1 A natual partition of the effor correction circuit

The SD/DC blocks decode the syndrome and corrects the incoming data when

applicable. The testability features of this portion of the ECC circuit are as follows:
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1) It consists ofnon-linear circuits;

2) It has high fan-in;

3) These two properties make for low controllability.

In our BIST scheme we first develop a test generator that provides the needed but

perhaps a minimal set of test vectors for testing the PG/SG. The problem on how well this

set of test vectors covers the faults in SD/DC is addressed later in this Chapter.

4.3 T'esting PG/SG

The modified Hamming (22,16) SEC-DED code is embodied in the syndromes

equations (si), as functions of the data bits (D¡) and the check bits (c¡):

S9 = C9 + De * D1 + D¡ + D+ + Ds + Ds + D1e + D13

51 = C1 +Ds+D2+Ds+Ds+Do+Ds+D11 +D1a

52 = C2+D1 f D2+Dq+ Ds+Dt+ Ds+D11 +D15

53 = C3+De+D1 +Dz+ Do+Dt+ Dlo+D11 +D12

Sa = Ca + D3 + D¿ + D5 + Do + Dz + Dl¡+ D1a+ D15

55 = C5 + Ds + De + Dro+ Dri+ Dn+ Dr¡+ D1a* D15

Primary input to the on--chip ECC consists of 16 data bits and 6 check bits that fan

out to the six PG/SG bit slices according to the above code. Fig 4.2 shows one of the six

syndrome bit slices and the structural test vector set T'o for testing the bit slice.

The test vectors in test matrix To cover all single stuck-at faults ¡BOSST9I in the

bit slice. For every test in T'o to reach every one of the six bit slices in pG/SG, we need to
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expand each test in To to six different tests according to the code. This would establish a

set of test vectors in test matrix T for testing pG/sG as shown in Fig. 4.3.

rror=[

00 0 0 00 00 0
111111111
101010101
10 00 10 00 1

100000001

T------

DODlD2D3 D4D5D6D7 C

ll-llr [) ttscYt
L------ 

---L-- -----J
I

'(:)

Fig.4-2 A PG/SG bit slice and bit slice rests
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PG/SG
bit slices

Fan-out
dominated by
ECC code

Expanded
test vector
(101010101)

DO Dl D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 DiO D11 D12 D13 D14 D15 CO Cl C2 C3 C4 C5

lxxxxx
xlxxxx
xxlxxx
xxxlxx
xxxxlx
xxxxxl

Expanded
test vector
(100010001)

lxxxxx
xlxxxx
xxlxxx
xxxlxx
xxxxlx
xxxxxl

Expanded
test vector
(100000001)

10x1Oxxx101xx0xx
lx0lx0lxOxxlxxOx
x10x10x1xOxx1xxO
101xxxx01xx01Oxx
xxx10l01xxxxxO10
xxxxxxxx1010l010

lxxxxx
XlXXXX
xxlxxx
xxxlxx
xxxxlx
xxxxxl

10x00xxx100xxOxx
1x00x01x0xx0xx0i
x10x00xlx0xxOx*O
100xxxx01xx000ii
xxx10001xxxxx000
xxxxxxxxl0001000

PG/SG

10x00xxx000xxOxx
1x00x00x0xx0xxOx
x10x00x0x0xx0x*O
l00xxxx00xx00Oxx
xxx10000xxxxx000
xxxxxxxx10000000

Fig. 4-3 Mapping (expanding)T" to six bit slice tesrs

Primary
rnputs

lrl =
18x22
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4.3.î Test r¡raúnix neduction

As shown in Fig. 4-3,the mapping from test matrix To to test matrix T is according

to the fan-out of the primary inputs dominated by the ECC code. The resultant test matrix

T has a dimension of 18 X22. This is because the set, reset vectors, i.e., (i1111111),

(00000000) are not included. There is no code dependence for these two global operations,

and set or reset tests can be done to all six slices simultaneously.

We shall compact the rows and columns of matrix T', in section4.3.1.1 and section

4 '3 .I .2, respectively. The resulting matrix will be reduced to only eight 1 l-bit test vectors.

4.3.X..Í. Row cornpactioxÌ

The rows of T are the test vectors needed for all stuck-at faults in PG/SG. Due to

the high sparsity of T with respect to don't cares, the rows of T can be compacted. The

result of row compact of T is test matrix T'" as in Fig. 44.

3tl =
8x22

DODl D2D3 D4D5 D6D7D8D9D1ODlID12D13 D14D15 C,QCl C2C3 C4C5

0x1010
101101
01xxxO
0000x0
100001xxx1000

1000000x101000

1 0 1 0 I 0 I 0 i1 x x x 1 10 0 x i 1 x 0 0'x 1 1 x x xx x 0 1 0 x x x'x x x x I x1 0 0 0 0 0 x x il x x I x x0 0 x 0 0 x 0 0'x 1 1 x x xI 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 ix x x x I 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 x l1 1 x 1 x x
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,x x 1 x 1 1

Fig.44

0
0

Test matrix resulting from row compaction
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In comparison with T that has 18 rows, the test matrix T'. has only 8 rows. This

represents a> 50Vo reduction in the needed test inputs. Still, test vectors in T. are 2}bits

long, the same as the test vectors in test matrix T'. Each bit corresponds to a separate bit

of test inputs or the outputs of a on-chip test generator. This suggests that a Z2bitbuilt-in

test generator would stilt be required should an on-chip test generation be implemented.

4"3 "î"2 Coluxmn aompaatiom

To minimize the size of the on-chip test generator, we noted that two columns of

the matrix can be supplied from the same bit of the test generator if they represent exactly

DO CO Cl C3 C5

D4 D11 D13

Fig.4-5 Eleven (11) groups merged

TESTINPUT 11 BITS

-1 I



the same binary (column) vector. Therefore, all we need to do to compact the columns of

T'c is to identify the the columns that can be merged by this rule. For instance, it is easy

to see that the columns Ds and Cp can be merged into one coiumn. We ended with 1 1 groups

of columns in Tc merged as shown in Fig. 4-5, andfinally the test matrix T1 for testing pG/

SG in Fig.4-6.

DODl D2D3 D4D5D6D7D8 D9DlODll D12D13 D14D15 COCl C2 C3 C4C5

tTrl =
8x1 I

TO T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T1O

0110010111
011100000010001
00100
00000
10100

4"3.2 Ðiscussio¡r

PG/SG
bit slices

Fan-out
dominated by
ECC code

Fig. 4-6 A compact set of test vectors for testing PG/SG

10110001
0000100000001001

For testing PG/SG, the original test matrix T' of 18 z}-bittest vectors was obtained

by expanding the test vectors for one bit-slice; T' can then be downsized, by row compac-

tion, to a8 22-bit test vector matrix T'.. These 8 test vectors cover all stuck-at faults in
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the PG/SG. They can either be scanned in as test inputs to the circuits in scan test or stored

in a on-chip ROM and applied vector-by-vector by reading from the ROM. The column

compactionconcludedwiththe ll groupsof columnsmerged. Thisimpliesthatan 11-bit

(instead of 22-bit) on-chip test generator is sufficient for tesring the PG/SG, given the fan-

outofeachbitofthetestgeneratordeterminedbythemappingrules. Practically,thismeans

507o less buiit-in test generation hardware overhead can be achieved. The uneven fanout

(maximum 5) should not cause any problems with respect to circuit operation.

4.4 T'estimg SÐ/COR

'We 
now derive all the test inputs needed to cover the stuck-at faults in SD/DC from

the test vectors needed for testing a bit slice of the syndrome decoder. Figure. 4-7 shows

the one main test and six auxiliary tests which are all needed for testing one bit slice of the

Main Test

Auxillary
Test

00r0

1010
0110
0000
0011
0010
00r0

Fig. 4--7 Test vectors for one syndrome decoder bit slice

0
I
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syndrome decoder circuit (For each bit slice the expected output of the main test is 1,

whereas the expected test output is 0 for all auxiliary tests). This leads to a set of II2 (7

X 16) test vectors in total for testing the 16 bit slices. Figure 4-8 explicitly shows the Il2
test vectors with each of 16 main tests referred to as Di ( i = 0, 1, .. , 15 ). It is noted that

T_
101
110
000
1r1
000
000

111
1ll
000
01r
010
001

D1

0
0

10
00
10
11
00
00

0100
1101
1110
0000
1111

l1l1
0000
0111
1011

i ! 0 0 0 0 0 li 0 0 0 0 0 0

00010
00001

00
11
11
00
01

D6

0

D10

0
I
1

I
0
0

1 0 I I I I l¡ 0 I 0 0 0 0 00010000r ll011ll
0001000i 0001000
1 I I 101 li I I I I 01 I0000010; 0000010

000
011
101
110

0000
0111
1011
1101
1110

0000
0000

i I l I I I l0i I I I I I l0;

Dll

01
00
11
11
1l
00

0100
0010
1110
0000
1111
1111

0000
000
011
101
110

000

D12

0000

1011
1101
0001
0000
0000
1111

001l
00
01
10

01000
00100
11101
11110
00000
11111

I I I ¡1 0 1 I I I I
111¡0010000
0 0 0 il 1 I 0 1 I I
100 i00001000r0 i0000010I I 0 ;l I I I I I 0

0
0

D13

0
0
1

I
0
0

Fig. 4-8 Original test vectors for resting SD/COR

D14

0 r1 I 0 I 1 1 Io;ooorooo
o iooooroot it r I I 1 o 1

o lr r 1 1 I I o
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each auxiliary test vector is one bit different from the main test for the bit slice and, auxilia-

ry test vectors may overlap in the test vector set T' although the 16 main tests are distinct.

By combining these 'ovetlaps' in T, a set of 46 test vectors result. Figure 4-9 ex-

plicitly shows the non-overlapped 46 test vectors needed for covering the stuck-at faults

in SD/COR circuit.

110110001110010001
101101101001001010
011011010100100100
111000110011100011
000111110000011100
000000001111111100

001110001
01

0
0
0
I

0110000
0101000
0000101
0000011
1101111

1101110
1100001
0011111
1110110

01000100
00100010

Fig. 4-9 Non-overlapped test vectors for testing SD/COR

4"4"î Fipeåtmixeg the Éests for SÐ/COR axrd PG/SG

000r

The prime question here is whether the test output from PG/SG form a complete

test set for SD/DC when tests are generated using an on-chip 11 bit PRTG. It is noted that

the fanout derived in the previous section maps the test generator outputs of ann/2bit wide

test vectors to a much larger space of n-bit vectors; and the ECC code implemented by

PG/SG in turn maps this space into the much smaller space of n-k bit syndrome vectors.

The product of these maps acting on the initial test set does not always generate all of the

4l
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100
011

1101000
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0000011
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possible 2 n-k syndromes vectors, even if the initial test set is exhaustive ( i.e.,2il2-lvectors

in size)' When the vectors in the syndrome space are left out by the above mappings and

happen to coincide with the ones needed by SD/DC, a reduced fault coverage will result.

We simulated the syndrome vectors generated by the PS/SG when fed by 211-I pseudoran-

dom test vectors to analyze the fault coverage.

It is noted that the 46 test vectors needed occupies l2Vo of the compete syndrome

space( i.e.,26= 64). We observed that the 46 syndrome vectors needed for testing the SD/

DC circuit were included in the syndrome vector set of the test responses from the PG/SG

circuit when initial test vectors are applied from an on-chip 11 bit PRTG unit with random

seeds. As such, we anticipate a>99% fault coverage for all stuck-at fauits in SD/DC as

well as in PG/SG when pipelining the tests for PG/SG and SD/DC on on-chip i1 bit test

generator PRTG circuit.

4"4"2 F-imear indepexldency of syndromne equaÉions

Refer to figure 4-5,

as functions of the original

S9 = T9+T1

51 = T6+T2

Sz=T1+T2

53 = T9+T1

Sa = T2+T3

55 = T6+Ta

the syndrome equations in section 4.3 now can be expressed

11 bit test inputs T[0:10] :

+T3+Ta+
+ T3 + Ta+

+Ta+T6+

+T2+Ta+

+Ta+T5+
+T7+Ts+

It is noted that these syndrome equations

T7+Tg

T5+T7

T5

T5+T6

T6+Ts

Te + T16

+Ts

+Ts

+Ts

+Ts

+ Tro

are lineally
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dromes generated coresponding to a given set of 211-1 test inputs to PG/SG will be applied

to testing SD/COR. This linear independence implies the possibility of obtaining L00Vo

fault coverage for SD/DC.

The linear independence of the syndrome equations in our case does not imply the

linear independence of the syndrome equation holds true for all ECC codes. A different

ECC code presents a different map and changes the syndrome equations. However, since

every syndrome equation includes exactly one check bit input, this may be a good tool for

eliminating linear dependencies and increase the fault coverage at no extra cost. One can

redo the second map, namely the fan-out of the test generator, and regroup and merge the

check bit of Figure 44 into different groups as in Figure 4-5. Ingeneral, given any linear

dependence I Si = 0, one needs to pick any one of the syndromes in the sum (e.g. S¡) and

provide its check bit from another possible test generator bit, say the bit Tm instead of Tn,

by taking advantages of the don't-cares. This is equivalent to replacing S¡ with S¡' = Sj *
T* + Tn, which will change the linear sum of syndromes to L Si + Tm + Tn * 0.

4.5 Best testabne aodes

The syndrome decoder has the lowest controllability of all elements in the ECC.

Hence it sets the cap on test time. Even if the syndrome equations is linearly independent,

the I00Vo fault coverage is only guaranteed if the test generator runs exhaustively ç2tt-I

test vectors in our context). During one test cycle the test generator may not go through

all combinations of inputs exhaustively. The best testable codes are, therefore, defined as

one that requires the least time to test its hard-to-test section, i.e. the syndrome decoder.

From the analyses in section 4.3. it is noted that the more auxiliary vectors overlap, the

more effective the testing the syndrome decoder becomes. An auxiliary test is the main

test with one of its bits flipped. Therefore, a short test time can be achieved by using a code
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whose syndrome space consists of vectors with maximum of Hamming distance of 2be-

tween them.

4.6 The tsXST' aN"chitecteme

The block diagram of the built-in testable ECC module developed in this thesis is

shown in Fig. 4.i0. The on-chip ECC core, the PRTG unit, the MISR unit, and the test

controller unit constitute a built-in test structure, which seems to be a conventional BIST

sttucture that implements built-in pseudorandom tsst on the on-chip ECC. In this BIST

architecture, however, the capacity of each functional block has been defined not only to

implement the pseudorandom test, but also the pseudoconcurrent test, and the scan test of

the on-chip ECC and other system modules located in a same scan chain when in test mode.

This proposed BIST architecture is designed to support self testing of the on-chip

ECC under a multiple BIST environment. So it is imperative that a minimal hardware over-

head should be achieved by the BIST architecture. It is noted that internal control signals

and status, combined with the intraconnections of the BIST system structure, inherently

demands advanced hardware design methods such that the same built-in test hardware can

be dynamically configured under software control for each of the four self test modes: 1)

on-demand test mode, 2) pseudoconcurrent (interleaved) test mode, 3) scan test mode,

and 4) scan-path mode.

The BIST architecture also specifies that test stimulus are sourced from either the

on-chip PRTG-based test generator or from the test vectors from a scan test input port.

Before we get to define the independent self-test modes and evaluate the perform-

ance aspect of the BIST architecture in detaiÌ, we need to present some general descriptions
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about the operational and control aspects of the built-in test structure as a system.

4.6.î Systene comstÈ'ucts amd operatioms

The built-in testable ECC is constructed by five (5) functional blocks: 1) a pRTG-

based test generation or scan test input unit; 2) a multiplexer unit for selecting from normal

memory operation input or self test input to the ECC circuitry; 3) the on-chip ECC core;

4) a MISR-based parallel signature analyzer or scan output unit; and 5) a high perform-

ance self test controller.

The only external controls to the BIST on-chip ECC system are: a dedicated

CLOCK signal to run the test function only; a two-bit signal TEST_MODEI0:1] to chose

one of four self test modes; an ECC-TEST signal to signal the system into and out of self-

test operation; and a global RESET signal for presetting the system to a defined initial state.

During normal memory operation of the system, the coded memory words (Z2bits)

are selected by the multiplexer (MUX) as the inputs to the ECC circuits for eror checking

and correction. The corrected memory words ( 16 bits) are send out directly via the memory

output buffer (not shown in Fig. 4-I0). The syndrome output bits are optional. They could

be useful in tracking the errors on a production line for fault location purposes.

When the system is called up by the processor for a self test in a given test mode,

such as the on-demand test mode, the MUX would select the pseudorandom test stimulus

generated by the on-chip PRTG to the ECC circuitry. During the test, the outputs from the

ECC would in turn be routed to the on--chip parallel signature analyzer (MISR). The MISR

has the circuitry to generate and match a (final) signature with the known correct signature

in each test cycle. It sets a one-bit ECC-Failure flag if a different signature pattern results
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on the completion of a built-in test cycle.

The SCAN-IN and SCAN-OUT terminals on the PRTG and the MISR units are

dedicated to the two scan-based test modes. In scan-based tests, the test stimulus is serially

shifted from outside of the system and test results are shifted out for analysis. This is basi-

cally accommodated by configuring the flip flops in the PRTG and the MISR into shift reg-

isters. There are differences between these two scan-based test modes. In scan test mode,

the ECC circuit is the circuit under test (CUT); while in the scan path mode, the bit streams

(either as test input or test response) will simply by-pass the ECC model to support scan

test operations on other system modules located in the same scan chain as the ECC model.

Internally in our on-chip ECC, these two scan-based test operations ale treated as two in-

dividual self test modes, interpreted as two distinct processor commands.

One major difference in circuit configurations is that in scan path mode the SCAN-

OUT fromPRTGis connectedto the SCAN-IN on MISR, enabling achain of by-pass shift

registers. In scan test mode, this net is disconnected. As such, the scan test input will never

be shifted beyond the test input shift register in PRTG, and the test output bit stream will

have a constant extension of its last significant bit. In PRTG, the bit stream of test stimulus

is aligned and converted into a 11 bit test vector, which is selected by the MUX to feed into

the ECC. In the MISR, the test response is captured in parallel and in turn converted back

into a serial bit steam and shift out via the SCAN_OUT port.

As the BIST architecture integrates the advantages of multiple BIST technologies,

it demands an integrated test control unit. Again, minimai and programmable features of

the test controller is desired. The test controller receives from the processor a command

in a3 bit format, which specifies a test mode in 2 bits and orders assertion or termination

of the self test in 1 bit. These three control bits may be latched into a controi register such
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that the host processor can still hold the control bus for other tasks while the self testing

of the on-chip ECC is in progress. The test controller will put the built-in test circuitry

as a whole into a configuration dedicated to the given test mode and operation. For in-

stance, it will set up the proper test data flow path, manage the source of test input, and

so forth. During a self test, the test controller will monitor the internal status or states, gen-

erate the appropriate internal control signals to coordinate or synchronize the operations

of each of the functional units in the BIST structure. In addition, it \r/ill manage the timing

of a proprietary system initiation to set the built-in test circuitry to a predefined state before

a new self test cycle begins.

During a self test, the test controller will also be alert to control command changes

(or new commands) to actively respond to the host processor. Take an interleaved test as

an example. The test controller will generate a HOLD signal when the system is called back

to the normal operation from an on-going pseudoconcurrent test. The HOLD signal will

freeze all the built-in test circuitry so that the system can resume the interleave test from

where it left off.

The on-line error/fault reporting system is composed of three flag signals:

DOUBLE-ERROR, COR-ERROR and ECC-FAILURE. During normal operation the

first two error flags can be monitored concurrently for error detection and correction. The

ECC-FAILURE signal is latched into an one bit flag register on completion of each self

test cycle. The information stored in this register is the conclusion of the signature compar-

ison, and updated in the end of one test cycle. The information stored by this flag can be

used by the system processor to decide whether or not a repair action needs to be taken, for

instance, to replace a faulty on-<hip ECC with a stand-by.

In the next sections, we shall define the alternative self test modes and evaluate the
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performance of the built-in testable architecture from a system view. The implementation

of built-in test circuitry and control wilt be detailed in Chapter 5 of this documenr.

4"6"2 .&ltennative self test modes

The definition given beiow will explicitly specify each individual self test mode

and serve as the guideline for the circuit design of each internal functional unit of the on-

chip BIT ECC.

4"6"2"î Onl-dexmand rmode

The on-demand mode is invoked by asserting the ECC-TEST signal with the two-

bit signal r-MoDE [1:0] ser to ( 11)2. Thar is, T_MODEO = T_MODE1 = 1. The resr cir-

cuitry is then automatically cleared and a test cycle begins. The builrin PRTG circuit with

a hardcoded seed pattern will serve as the source of test inputs. Upon the completion of

one test cycle with 211-1 test vectors, the final signature is generated by the MISR and com-

pared with a hardcoded correct signature, and a single bit pass/fail result is logged in to the

flag register (0 - pass, 1 = fail). Test circuitry is then cleared and the test cycle repeats

until the system is signaled out of test mode by flipping over the ECC_TEST, in which case

the last completed test result is retained.

4.6 "2.2 Pse¡.ldocoxrc[¡rremÉ nlxode

Self-test in pseudoconcuffent mode is asserted with the control signals

ECC-TEST=I, T-MODEO = 1, T-MODEI = 0. Since the ECC core circuitry does not

have a stored state, it can be summoned to serve the system while the information in its test

circuitry is held unchanged. The ECC may enter into self test whenever the system is idle,
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and is allowed to complete as much of the current test cycle as it can before being asked

to serve the system again. The system can leave an interleaved self test cycle by flipping

over the control bit ECC-TESI and resume the interleaved test by setting up the

ECC-TEST bit again. These test subcycles continue to run, interleaved with the process,

until one cycle is completed. The result is then latched and the test circuitry is reset for a

new cycle to begin. The last completed test result is always available to the processor.

The only major difference between on-demand and pseudoconcurrent test is that

in on-demand mode the test circuitry is reset every time the test mode is entered, but in

pseudoconcurrent test, reset only occurs when one test cycle is completed. The test control-

ler must have a means to detect whether or not a complete test cycle is done when the system

quits the interleaved test mode. The control will branch into different procedures based

on this detection or the state of a interleave test cycle. The intermittent information of an

interleaved test shouid be held when the system exits from the pseudoconcurrent test mode

and a test cycle is not yet completed. Hence, when the system reenters the self test in pseu-

doconcurrent test mode, the test can resume from where it left off. In the case that another

test mode is entered, the test circuitry would be reset, with the last test result still stored in

the flag bit.

4.6"2"3 Scam test rmode

Scan test on the ECC circuit is asserted with the control signals ECC_TEST=I,

T-MODEO=0,T-MODE1 = 1. Thebitstreamof atestvectorwillbescannedinserially

fromtheSCAN-INinputportofthePRTGunit. Uponalignmentofatestvector'sbitswith

the PRTG register bits, the test vector wili be purged into and through the ECC circuit. The

outputs from the ECC will then be latched in parallel onto the MISR registers from where

they will be scanned out through SCAN-OUT port on the MISR for verification. The test
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using next test vector can then begin. In scan test mode both PRTG and MISR are confi-

gured into shift registers, no test inputs are generated internaily and no test output analyzed,

internally. The termination of a scan test is effected when the system resets the control bit

ECC_TEST.

4.6"2"4 Scam patlx ånode

A scan path may be formed to feed the test input serially into "deep" circuitry. With

the controi signals ECC-TEST=1, T_MODE0 = 0, T_MODE1 = 0, the system will enter

self test in the scan path mode, and configure the registers in PRTG and MISR into one shift

register as a portion of a scan chain. Scan test vectors will be clocked in as in scan test mode,

but bypass the ECC circuitry for scan test of other system modules. This can be used to

alleviate the complexity in system debugging tasks and enhance the diagnosability of the

overall system.

4.6"3. Ferfonxmance view of the tsXST anchitectune

We shall now conclude the discussion of the BIST architecture with a brief system

view of its performance. It is noted that one of the features of the proposed architecture

is that, due to the need of selecting the system input or test input to the ECC core, the built-

in tests affect the performance of the system operation by only one gate delay regardless

the size of the on-chip ECC implemented. We had selecred Hamming (22,16) SEC-DED

code in this thesis study. With this feature we can anticipate that the BIST architecture can

be equally effective to any moduiar on-+hip BIT ECCs of Hamming (n,k) SEC-DED

codes. Therefore, it can be applied directly to embedded memories in 32-bit,64-bit or

I28-hit systems for improved data integrity.
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VT-SI TMPT-Eh4ENTATTON AND F'PGA PR.OTOTYPE

5.X lntnoductiom

One purpose of this thesis is to design and develop abuilrin testable on--chip ECC

for embedded memories under VLSVASIC system environment. In Chapter 4 we pro-

posed a built-in testable architecture and defined high-level functionality and specifica-

tions for the design. In this chapter we shall present the design implementation, verifica-

tion, and prototype aspects of the design project. First, we start with a brief review of basic

VLSVASIC design flow. Second, we describe the modular design and test of each of the

internal functional units and the integrated design using VLSVASIC CAE tools in Ca-

denceTM (v4.2)EDA environment on Sun SparcStations. We also discuss the design simu-

lation method of using Verilog HDL and Verilog-Xl. Finally, we describe rapid design

prototyping using Xilinx FPGA technology under the same integrated Cadence EDA envi-

ronment.

CF{APTER 5

5.2 VI,Sã/ASIC desigxa procedures

The design of a VLSVASIC circuit has several stages. A simplified VLSyASIC

design flow is shown in Figure 5-1. The conceptual design refers to an abstraction of what

is to be implemented. This is the creative part of VLSVASIC design where the designer

must use his imagination as well as knowledge and experience to solve the problem in ques-

tion. The expected output from this stage may include the fundamental schemes devised.
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Fig. 5-1 A simplified VLSVASIC design flow
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the prospective target VLSVASIC technology and vendor selected, the EDA environment

and VLSI CAD tools to be used, the system view and specifications, and perhaps other sys-

tem considerations such as the interfacing aspects ofthe design.

The next stage in the design procedure is designing the circuit to be implemented.

A structured approach is usually taken to design the circuits in a hierarchical manner. A

system architecture or structure with blocks of its subsystems is generated first. It specifies

the functionality of the system and its subsystems, and their logic connections. Next, each

of these subsystems are designed in a similar manner until the lowest level is reached,

where the detailed circuitry consisting of the primary logic eiements are configured and

implemented. From this point, complex elements may be designed and implemented by

combining the small or simple elements. This is the so called bottom-up design methodol-

ogy. The design scripts generated in the early stages ofthe design procedure are done in

a top-down fashion. The designer can concentrate on the features and specifications of the

design rather than the quite detailed and low level considerations.

With sophisticated VLSI CAD/CAE tools available today, the next stage in the

VLSI design procedure is called design entry. That is to get the circuit design scripts on

the notebook of the designer to the workspace of the design entry tool on a workstation.

The design methodology schematic capture was used in this project, other methods such

as high level structured design using hardware description languages (HDL) are competi-

tive alternatives. Schematic capture means that the CAD software can generated a series

of netlists of the circuit design in specified target format. A netlist file is a data file that

contains connectivity information of a circuit in specified data format. The netlist files gen-

erated or extracted (captured) from the schematic can be used to generated a layout of the

design for silicon fabrication. The netlists can also be used in logic and/or timing simula-

tions to test the design for verification before the fabrication process is launched. Entering
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a schematic is just like drawing a schematic diagram in a window using the CAD tools.

Library elements for certain technology such as Xilinx 3k or4k technologies are availabie.

CandenceTM supports hierarchical design, as do most VLSI CAD tools. Thus, schematic

design was done in a bottom-up fashion as mentioned previously.

The next procedure shown in the design process is simulate and generate the net-

lists. Each abstraction entered using schematic capture was tested using a simulator such

as Verilog-XLTM or SILOS TM. If it works comectiy by itself, it passes the verification of

functionality on this stage, and can be used in a higher level of the design. If errors in opera-

tion or design of the element were found during the simulation, then the circuit design and

corresponding schematic would have to be corrected until the simulation yields the correct

results. The simulation can accept the design entered using VHDL models to verify the

functionality of the design. Logic synthesis and optimization toois then generate either the

gate-level schematics or netlist of the design given the design model in vHDL.

As mentioned, pre-layout logic and timing simulation is done at this point to test

the design before prototyping/manufacturing. This type of simulation models a circuit at

the gate level instead of at the transistor levei. Gate level simulation allow circuits to be

simulated independent of the technology to be used in manufacturing. It is to test the func-

tionality of gates and the circuits regardless of the fabrication process.

Normally, after the design has been compietely entered and simulated, we are ready

to release the design to a VLSVASIC vendor to generate a layout of the chip for prototype

manufacturing. The generation of layout consists of placing and routing standard cells in

a given technology. Placement and routing can be done automatically by routing programs,

but sometimes it may be performed manually for performance reasons. After the genera-

tion of layout, we need to simulate the design annotated with the timing data to ensure that
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capacitances due to layout have not violated the timing specifications or constraints. The

final sign-off of the VLSVASIC design to the ,ASIC vendor is on the completion of this

post-layout verification and a fault grading process for testability.

In our project, we chose a rapid prototype method using field programmable gate

array (FPGA) technology from Xilinx to validate the BIST solution to on-chip ECCs for

embedded memories. The major merits of the FPGA are its instant implementation and

infinite reprogrammable capacity. It is this feature that provides the VLSVASIC designers

with apowerful and economic approach in rapid new design prototyping. Instead of send-

ing the data from the CAD system to drive the pattern generator that transfers the patterns

to photo-sensitive masks used for fabrication process of the chip, and then waiting for a

completed silicon wafer processing cycle before getting design samples, the designer can

instead download the design through a communication cable from the workstation to a Xi-

linx FPGA device. This process uses the connectivity information extracted from the de-

sign and specifically attached data packages for device programing process and configures

the FPGA device into the specified VLSI design as desired. The whole process is com-

pleted in minutes. The design obtained can soon be tested for verification, or applied in

real application if applied.

The final stage of the design procedures is vendor/manufacturing test. The output

from this stage may include the evidence that shows that both desired functionality and test-

abiiity specification are met. The major objective of this thesis is to develop and implement

a cost effective and high performance built-in test solution to designing on-chip BIT ECCs

for embedded memories. It provides a design-for-testability method and modul ar ap-

proach that greatly reduced the complexity and the requirement imposed on sophisticated

VLSVASIC testers.
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5.3 Modulan imeple¡mentaúio¡rs

The memory data protection that the on-chip ECC can normally provide is through

its on-chip encoding and decoding logic based on the ECC code implemented. In a RAM,

the data to be stored in RAM cells is called codedword. When the data is retrieved, it is

decoded back to the original data. In a ROM, the ECC circuitry is the decoding logic itself,

with the encoding process done in some other way than incorporating the encoding logic

on the memory chip. The decoding logic is closely coupled with the data corrector and error

indicator flags. In the literature the decoder of an ECC circuitry often refers to the decoding

logic, error detector/corrector and the error flags as well. Hence decoder is a major design

of any on-chip ECC scheme. In our implementation, the on-chip BIT ECC does not in-

clude the encoder portion.

The design implementation is discussed in terms of its components: the ECC core,

the PRTG, the MUX, the MISR and the test controller. A bottom-up methodology is used

and the circuit design of subsystems is completed first. The bottom-up methods allows

the designer to optimize the low-level implementations by using perhaps minimal hard-

ware resources. The circuit design and simulation is performed in Design ComposerTM and

Verilog-XlrM and Xilinx 4k library ceils integrated within CadencerM (v4.2).

5.3.X The Ë{amamaing decoden (the ECC Cone)

The modified Hamming (n, k) SEC-DED code is implemented with n=22,k = 16.

The schematic of the decoding logic circuit is shown in Figure 5-2. Inthis section, we will

briefly describe the features of the ECC core design, and present the design verification

process.
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5.3.1.X. Fu[[y coxalbimatio¡aa[ and bit-striced sohltioxl

This decoding circuit maps the coded memory word (n bits) into the corrected

memory word (k bits), and also generates a two-bit error signal for reporting. It is noted

that this implementation is a fully cornbinational and bit-sliced solution. Ir is faster in

speed for it has parallel operations on each bit of the operand. Its principle design and im-

plementation can be easily extended to on-chip ECC designs of any size using the modified

Hamming (n, k) SEC-DED code.

53.n.2 The trG, SG and COR. cincuÊts

In the ECC core, the parity generator consists of 6 parity trees; The parity generator

output is taken as the syndrome vector of the codedword in process. The 6-bit syndrome

vectors are decoded by the 16-bit wide syndrome decoder, each bit of which performs a

different function on the individual bits of syndrome vectors; The data corector is an array

of 22 XOR gates. If any bit of syndrome decoder output yields a 1, the corresponding data

bit is to be flipped over (by being XORed with 1). In other words, it is cogected when it

follows through the corresponding bit of the data corrector circuit. Should any bit on the

syndrome decoder output be zero, it indicates the corresponding data bit is correct and then

by-passed through the data corrector.

The error indicator flags will be set when an error or multiple errors are detected

by the ECC circuits. It indicates whether the eruor detected is correctable or uncomectabie

(multiple erors) using the dedicated flag bits.

At this point, it is worth mentioning that the modified Hamming SEC-DED code

implemented deserves a faster speed implementation. Since it has minimum 1's in its H
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matrix and each row of the matrix has the same number of 1 's, the decoding circuit's 6 par-

ity trees all have same number of inputs and hence the same depth. As for the original Ham-

ming SEC-DED code, the last parity tree would have 22 inputs, hence the height of the

parity trees are not even, and the data transfer over the PG circuit would be slower.

5.3.1.3 Ðesigxl venificatËoxl

To verify the correct operation of the ECC core itself, it was simulated with coded

words, and some of which are error-injectedwith single ormultiple errors. The simulation

output concludes that the implementation works correct. The simulation files (the stimulus

files and the simuiation output files) are included in the Appendices of this document.

5.3.2 The pseudonaxedom test gexrerator (PRTG)

The proprietary pseudorandom test generation circuit (PRTG) primarily provides

a set of random and repeated test stimulus for testing the on-chip ECC circuitry in the on-

demand mode and pseudoconcurrent (interleaved) test modes. It generates and receives

internal control signals to monitor the test processes and coordinate with other blocks of

the BIST system. A minor add-up to the premier PRTG configuration makes the circuit

capable to support the other two scan-based self test modes easily. The schematic of the

PRTG circuit is shown in Figure 5-3.

5.3.2.n Tlae PRTG cone

The implementation of the PRTG circuit is based on a simplified BILBO structure.

It mainly consists of a shift register of 1 1 bits with a multiplexed serial input, a serial output

and multiple parallel outputs. The serial input is either from the scan input or from the feed
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Fig. 5-3. Schematic of pseudorandom test generator (pRTG)



back network. The feed back network configuration is dominated by a primitive polyno-

mialof degree 11: Xl1 +X2+ 1. Thisprimarypolynomialhastheleastnumberof terms

in the polynomials of same degree IPETE61l. This implies the simplest hardware configu-

ration can be achieved for generation of the same random stimulus space of order Ztt - I.

The select input of the 2-to-l MUX picks up the feed back network when its select

input SE 1 = 0 set bY the test controller in on-demand test and pseudoconcur¡ent test; 'When

the system is to perform scan-based tests, the signal SEl is set 1 that allows the scan test

vectors to be clocked in from the input port SCAN-IN, shifted through the PRTG register

and clocked out at the port SCAN_OUT of the circuit.

5"3.2.2 T'he E{Of-Ð staÉus

Besides the clock and reset inputs that are provided to each of the D flip-flops in

the register, each flip-flop has a clock enable input CE that accepts a HOLD signal from

the test controller. The HOLD signal is to hold or "fieeze" the stimulus generator (and the

signature analyzer discussed later) whenever an interleaved test is exited as the system is

called back to normal operation while a test cycle is not completed yet. When the system

reenters the self test in pseudoconcuffent mode, the HOLD signal will be released and the

interleaved test can resume from the status it left.

5.3.2.3 The ÐNÐ signan

Also included in the PRTG circuit is a multibit AND function on the bits of output

stimulus vectors to detect the end of each test cycle. Because any two adjunct vectors in

aZn - 1 vector space can be taken as the seed and the last test vector respectively, and a

deterministic sequences of test vectors are to be generated repeatedly, both the seed and
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the last test vector can be hardcoded into the PRTG circuit. As such, the test pattern gener-

ated always starts with the seed pattern and ended with the iast test vector in one test cycle.

In the PRTG implementation, the seed is realized by specifying a default binary value to

the shift register. for instance, a combination of flip flops with either reset or preset termi-

nals connected to the RESET signal will do the work. On the other side, an END signal

is generated by the AND function whose inputs are conditioned according to the last test

pattern. Whenever a test pattern matches the condition set up for the AND function, an

END signal is asserted. The conditioned AND logic is to function as a simple on-chip com-

parator.

The END signal plays an important role in self test operations in on-demand mode

or pseudoconcurrent mode. The signal END is forwarded to the test controller and the

MISR to acknowledged the completion of a test cycle. Responding to the END signal,

some actions would be taken in both test controller and the MISR circuitry with respect to

flag logging and system clear-up for a new test cycle.

5.3.2.4 F axnout nealizationl

The stimulus vector generated by the PRTG is 11 bits. Mapping the PRTG outputs

onto the 2?-bittestpatterns required for testing the on--chip ECC required an array of buff-

ers to be placed. The fanout configuration is dominated by the merged group table which

resulted from the test matrix reduction in Chapter 4.

5.3.2"5 Ðesigra venificatioxa

Simulation on the PRTG circuit was performed in two stages. First, the PRTG was

simulated to verify its functionality in generating the set of test stimulus with the seed con
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dition defined in the hardware. This part of logic simulation can be used to determine and

verify the last test pattern in a given test cycle. Second, the overall PRTG circuit was simu-

lated to test the correctness of its operations and functionality. This included the timing

and procedures for the END detection, the HOLD status and resumption from the frozen

state, and the correctness of the test patterns mapped through the fanout circuitry. The

PRTG simulation also covered the operations of serially shifting the possible scan testpat-

terns in and through the PRTG register for scan tests. This includes the test of the 2-to-l
MUX function and appropriate selection of the input resources. The simulation results

concluded that the PRTG implementation worked correctly. The simulation files are in-

cluded in the Appendices of this document.

The step-wise partition coupled with the from-simpie-to-complex philosophy

embedded in the PRTG simulation process ensures not only a complete verification of the

components and the whole functional unit, but also an easy-to-debug solution. So it is a

well accepted method in engineering design practice. In some sense, by simulating the

partly-done digital circuit, the simulation is interleaved with circuit design and develop-

ment process. So it can serve not only as a verification tool, but also a circuit design aid

in an incremental circuit development method.

5.3"3 ?'he xmulúiplexen (iVlUX)

The 22 2-to-I multiplexer was implemented to select the input data to the ECC

from two separated sources. The switching function depends upon the systems status or

operations. That is, whether the system is in normal memory operation or called upon for

self test. The schematic of the MUX is shown in Fig. 5-4.
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5.3.3.1 Standard implenraemtatiorn

Fig. 5-4 Schematic of 22 2-to-1 multiplexer

The implementation of the MUX here can be taken as standard. The 44 inputs are

form the Z?-bitwide coded memory word an dthezz-bit wide self test stimulus. The select

input SEO is the control input that determines which input data path is to be selected active

and routed out through the output OR gates. 'When 
SE0=1 it selects the coded memory

word, with SE0=0 it selects the test inputs.

5"3.3.2 Ðesigxa vertf?cation

The multiplexer unit is simulated to verify the correctness of its functionality. Two
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groups of data with each having 2Tbits can be multiplexed with the select signal set to 1

or 0 respectively. The22-bit output is subsequently compared. The simulation results

shows the MUX implementation works conectly. The simulation fiies are included in Ap-

pendices of this document.

5.3.4 ß,{ultiptre ixaput signaatune n"egister (IV{XSR.)

The muitiple input signature register (MISR) is capable of handling the on-chip test

result analysis process in a parallel fashion. It takes a multiple bit pattern as its input to

generate the signature. The signature is a test engineering term that was coined to simply

mean a compressed word that represents the results of a particular test. In our design imple-

mentation, the fundamental MISR circuitry must be modified so that the same hardware

block can be configured under software control to support not only the pseudorandom

based self tests but also the scan-based self tests. To obtain the lowest possible error/fault

masking rate in our MISR design, we need to implement a built-in solution to depress the

aliasing problem effectively.

The schematic of the MISR unit is shown in Figure 5-5. The operation of the MISR

consists of: 1) Compacting the test output data and producing the final signature; 2)

Checking this signature against a hardcoded correct signature on the chip, and storing the

result of this comparison in a single bit flag register that is put out to the processor; and

3) Scan test support.

5.3.4.f. BÏf.Bt-hased IVíXSR stnmcture

The BIST structure BILBO is a prime candidate for the MISR that primarily acts

as either a parallel signature analyzer or a simple shift registers. The configuration of this
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Fig. 5-5 Schematic of multi-input signature register (MISR)



22-stage register is basically determined with a primitive polynomial of degree 22: X22

+ X + 1. To completely implement the functionality of the MISR unit, we added on a hard-

coded comparator to realize the on-chip signature comparison, and a 1-bit flag register for

automatic fault reporting. A couple of other gates are used to process the internal signals

from other blocks of the system for timing purposes.

When the system is in a self test operation associated with the pseudorandom based

test as in on-demand test or interleaved test, the control input SE2 is set to l. This allows

the circuit to function as a parallel read register with the signai from the feedback network

being selected to pass through the2-to-L MUX and reach the XORed input of the flip flops

at the first stage. Using this approach, a signature of the test in progress can be generated

and read out in parallel.

In scan-based self test of other system modules, the register can be reconfigured

into a serial read-in and serial read-out register with the control input SE2 set to 0. Test

data can then be scanned in via the serial input port or scanned out via the serial output port.

As for scan test of the on-chip ECC circuit itself, the MISR functions as a parallel read-in

and serial read-out register. Hence, a relatively complicated control procedure is needed

such that the control inputs SE2 must be flipped over and over for proper data flow during

the test. A complete application program for the on--chip BIT ECC is out of the scope of

this project due to the limited time frame. However, it is worth noting that the set of test

stimulus for scan test of the on-+hip ECC can be much smaller in size. In Chapter 4 we

generated a set of 8 vectors for sufficient testing of pG/SG.

5"3.4.2 @rn-chip sigxaatune aorllparisora

An AND gate structure with hardcoded final signature is used as a simple on-chip
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signature comparator. The input of the AND gate is the2}bits of the signature generated

by the BILBO. Using this approach, an AND gate is the only cosr for on-chip signature

comparison. If the signature generated is the same as the hardcoded correct signature, the

output of the AND gate should be 0; otherwise, it yields a 1 to indicate a faulty ECC is

detected by the built-in test in the last test cycle just finished.

The hardcoded signature is supposed to be the correct one. 'With 
high performance

simulation toois, the calculation of the correct signature can be part of logic simulation task.

Upon the compietion of the simulation on a partly-done implementation, the designer can

proceed with the hardcoding of the final corect signature on the AND gate in the design.

One may write a high ievel program in C or Pascal to perform the calculation as well.

5.3.4.3 Ðepnessimg the aliasimg nate

The aliasing problem is the one inherent with signafure compaction using structure

such as the MISRs. The effect of the aliasing problem is the error/fault masking in built-in

test systems [DAMI89 , l;4.1zh90]. This means that it is possible that the faul(s) can escape

being caught by the test patterns applied which could have covered the fault(s) in the fault

simulation runs. In reality, this problem will lower the fault coverage of certain test sets.

Investigations and much research work have been done extensively in this area [WILL89,

StWu90, IvAg88l. According to literature, the aliasing rate, as a probability of error/fault

masking, is on the order of 2-n, where n is the number of the bits in signature generation

circuits.

It is noted that in our implementation of the MISR unit, we build a 2zbitsignature

register, by taking in the 6 bit syndrome vector as well as the 16 bit data output as the inputs

to the signafure register. The signature register may have only taken 16 bit data output for
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generating the signature according to conventional MISR configurations. In fact, we used

six (6) more flip flops in the signature register. The trade-offis that we can obtain a factor

of sixioweraliasingratedown to2a2 from2-l6,becausethenumberof thebitinthesigna-

ture generation circuit is 22 bits rather than 1 6 bits.

5.3.4,4 .AuÉomatic faunt reporÉimg

The last but not the least portion of MISR structure is the fault logging circuit based

on the l-bit flag register. It has a data input from the signature comparator, and a clock

input from an AND gate where the clock signal is ANDed with the END signal from the

PRTG unit. The one bit fault flag register actually serves part of the automatic fault report-

ing system. It latches in and stores the test result: when it stores a logic 0, the ECC_FAIL-

URE=0 indicates fault-free; whereas if it stores a I, it means a faulty on-chip ECC has

been detected by the self test in the last test cycle finished. In next section, we shall discuss

the implementation of the timing control in clocking the flag register.

5.3.4.5 The ENE) sügxraÄ

The output of the signature comparator represents the conclusion of one self test

cycle, which is supposed to be latched into the flag register when the last test in a given test

cycle is completed. In fact, the final signature is generated one clock cycle after the last

test stimulus completes. In other words, it takes one extra clock cycle for the test output

to be compacted and the final signature compared with the correct one. The END signal

from the PRTG is primarily devised to signal the end of the test cycle, and used in the MISR

unit to active the clock input on the flag register. This implementation serves the require-

ment of latching in the test result on each test cycle. Because the END signal is generated

simultaneouslywiththe lasttest stimulus, one flip flop was placed in the MISRfortheEND
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signal to control the synchronizationof the flag logging process.

5.3.4.6 Tlae E{OT-Ð status

As discussed in the test pattern generator unit, a HOLD status which is critical for

interleaved self test must be implemented in the MISR unit as well. The HOLD input of

the MISR is connected to the clock enable terminal on each of the flip flops to freeze the

status of the register whenever the system is called back for normal operation from an on-

going interleaved test process whereas a complete test cycle is not yet finished. This holds

up all the test data analysis associated with the hold of the test stimulus generation on the

PRTG unit and ensures that the interleaved test can be resumed later from where it left.

By disabling the clock input, all the intermittent data are stored in the MISR register and

ready for use when the test is resumed by resetting the HOLD signal.

V/e shall have a detailed discussion on the generation of the HOLD signal and other

internal control signals later in this chapter where the implementation of test controller is

described.

5.3 "4.7 llesignl venifTcatio¡r

Simulation of the MISR design, using the integrated Verilog-Xl simulator under

Cadence EDA environment plays a triple-fold role in implementing the MISR unit. First,

the BILBO-based Z}-stage MISR register itself was simulated to verify the correctness

of its operation, which leaving the implementation of rest of the MISR unit open. Second,

simulation on an integration of the PRTG, the MUX, the ECC core, and the MISR core di-

rectly helped to deduce the correct final signature; It takes 2048 clock cycles to catch the

final signature with the PRTG providing a set of 2t1 -l test stimuli for one complete test
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cycle. Third, the full functionality of the MISR-based design was tested after the correct

signature was hardcoded and the fault reporting structure was implemented. Again, the

simulation process can be a powerful design aid in incremental VLSVASIC design process.

The simulation on the MISR-based unit concluded that the MISR implementation worked

correctly. The simulation files are included in the Appendices of this document.

5.3"5 ts¿¡ilt-ím test comtrollen

Self testing of the on-chip ECC with multiple self test modes involves consistent

Fig. 5-6 Schematic of built-in rest controller
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operations of all the functional units of the BIST design. A test controller which coordi-

nates the self test procedures was implemented following a simple yet effective theme. The

schematic of the test controller is shown in Figure 5-6.

5.3.5.1 ComúnoÏ sigxaals

Before we describe the circuit configuration and the operational aspects of the test

controller, we need to collect all the control signals externai and internal to the on-chip BIT

ECC design.

i) The external control signals from the host processor are:

C[,K: a clock signal used to run the self-test functions only;

TEST_MODE[1:0]: a two-bit signal to chose a test mode out of four;

SE[,F'-TEST: a signal for signaling the module into and out of self-test, and

RÐSET: a global reset to place the built-in test circuitry into a known state.

The internal signal to the input of the test controller is:

END: a signal from the PRTG unit, which signals the detection of the last test

in a psudorandom based test cycle.

The test controller provides five control signals:

sE0: select test input when true, otherwise select the coded memory word;

sEtr: select scan-In when true, otherwise select the feedback from pRTG;

SE2: Select feedback from the MISR when true, otherwise select the Scan-In;

l{or-Ð: hold intermittent test results when true ( Interleaved test only);

ws: preset PRTG, clear MISR and other flip flops except the flag when true;

iÐ

iii)

A state table of the builrin test controller is given in Fig. 5-7 . The eight states are

defined by SELF-TEST, TEST-MODEO, and TEST-MODEI. Please nore thar for sim-
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plicity the Ds, D1, and D2,are used in the table to stand for the three bits of test commands,

respectively.

DO Dl D2

I
0
I
0
I
0
I

(0

rt
10
0l
00
11
l0
00
0)0

SEO SEl SE2 HOLD R/S

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

00
01
00
10
00
0l
0001

5.3.5"2 TÍre sc[rerne f'or test contro[ irnplememtatÍom

Fig. 5-7 State table of the built-in test controller

0
0

The operation of the controller can be easily verified against the definition of the

3 bit commands from the host processor and corresponding state that the test controller is

in. Before we analyze its operation in terms of each of the alternative self test modes in

next section, we briefly examine some aspects of the approach used in the implementation

of the test controller circuit. In this implementation, three D flip flops are used for latching

in the test commands from the processor. The other two D flip flops are for tuning up the

timing sequences in establishing an SET-RESET (housekeeping) action based upon the

END signaling. The combinational logic block generates the signals required to coordinate

the subsystems. This approach, coupled with the straight forward configuration of the

END signaling and the master RESET resulted in an efficient control logic implementa-

tion.

On-Demand Test Mode
Exit from On-Demand test
Psudo-Concurrent Test Mode
Exit from Psudo-Concurrent Test
Scan Test Mode
Exit from Scan Test
Scan Path Test Mode
Exit from Scan Path mode; Reset
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It makes a difference in reducing the hardware configurations complexity of the

control logic, if we do the housekeeping at the end of each self test cycie instead of at the

beginning of a new test cycle. The master reset is aiways available to reset the built-in test

fixture to a predefined state. Suppose the last test vector is now detected. For a new test

cycle to begin, a seed is to be placed in the test generator PRTG when the signatu re analyzer

MISR and all internal flip flops except the flag register are reset. It is noted that the clearing

of the MISR unit should not been done until the output data of the iast test has been com-

pacted to form the final signature, and the signature comparison result is latched into the

flag register. Based on this analyses, a simple way to generate the housekeeping signal

Ser-Reset is to place two flip flops to postpone the housekeeping signal two clock cycles

after the END signal.

Because the test result is iogged upon completion of one self test cycle, and only

overwritten after next test cycle ends, the system could be called upon to exit the self test

in progress without affecting the current logged test result. By using three dedicated regis-

ters for logging the test command, the commands have been designated so that the proces-

sor can issue one of the self test commands on any clock cycle and the text fixture will re-

spond to the command on the next clock cycle. Based on this approach of entering or

exiting any one of the four self test modes, the housekeeping is also done each tim the sys-

tem exits from a self test operation (i.e. SELF-TEST=O), with one exception being exiting

from the interleaved self test mode. The HOLD signal is then generated to hold the inter-

mittent self test results as well as to freeze the test generator and response analyzer. If the

system reenters the interleaved self test, the self test state can be resumed instantly. Howev-

er, if the system is to enter another self test mode, a reset command should be issued before

the system enters the self test operation. The overall synchronous hardware realization of

the built-in test controller is traded-off with the possibility of at most one clock cycle loss

as the system exits from the pseudorandom based self test.
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5.3.5.3 Elesigxl venification

The test controller implementation was simulated to verify its correctness. First,

the corelation between the inputs and output signals and their timing relations was ex-

amined to ensure the dynamic reconfigurability is implemented correctly for each and all

alternative self test modes as defined in the specification. Second, the operation of the con-

troller in performing the coordination of each self test was verified. The stimulus was

created to probe key procedures such as the sequentiai actions when the last test of one test

cycle is reached, and the proper status control as the system exits and/or reenters the inter-

leaved test, and so forth. Third, the housekeeping procedures were tested which may be

invoked by three different sources. The simulation results concluded the test controller im-

piementation worked correctly. The simulation files are included in the Appendices of this

document.

5.4 Systemr integnaÉio¡r and venificafioxl

With the subsystem modules implemented and verified in a modular fashion, the

top level of the on-chip BIT ECC can be produced easily with the integration of all internal

functional units. The top level circuit design and integration is shown in Figure 5-8. As

this is a full implementation of the built-in testable architecture and specifications de-

scribed in Chapter 4. It realizes all intraconnections and its UO signals and ports that inter-

face the on-chip BIT ECC module with the embedded memory, the host processor, and oth-

er possible system moduies, such as the ones that reside in the same scan test path and

neighboring to the on-chip BIT ECC when the system is configured for scan based self test.

Before we describe the detailed simulation on the top-level design implementation,

let us have a brief review on design simulation using Verilog HDL and high performance
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Fig. 5-8 Schematic of the built-in tesrable on-chip ECC
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simulator Verilog-Xl integrated within CadencerM V4.2.

5.4.Í.. Simulatioxr usimg Veninog &{ÐH. amd Venixog-XL sirmulaton

In this thesis, Verilog HDL as a high level stimulus language, is extensively used

in developing all the stimulus for design simulation. A stimulus file written in Verilog is

a format of inputs that are created to sense or probe the functions being verified. It is similar

to the test patterns for testing but not the same. Test pattens are generated against a certain

type of targeted fauits represented by the fault models. Stimulus for simulation focus on

the generating and verifying the intended functions to be tested. The high performance Ver-

itog-Xl-rM simulator supports both logic and timing simulations, and can be called upon

from within the Cadence Design ComposerTM directly to perform the simulations on the

circuits under design. In this environment, the stimulus must be written in Verilog HDL

in a Verilog-Xl recognized format. In order to run the simulation, a netlist file of the design

in a Verilog description format recognized by the simulator is also required. Using Verilog-

XLTM within Cadence, this conversion of the design netlist to Verilog description is auto-

mated. A template stimulus file is also generated by the software to speed up the stimulus

deveiopment.

As our design prototype utilized the Xilinx FPGA, XC 4000library cells were used

in all circuit implementations. The Xilinx technology libraries are also available within

CadenceTM (Y4.2). As such, the netlist files extracted in Xilinx xnf format are converted

into a Verilog description ( .v file) internally within Cadence.

Along with the ( .v file) is the template stimulus file( .stim file) for rhe given design

to simulate. By default, the stimulus in the .stim file are nu1l vectors, the designer is respon-

sible for the real stimulus patterns needed for the simulation run. The time taken to run a
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real simulation is quite dependent on the size of the design and the functions to be simu-

lated. All relevant data to the simulation process are logged unde¡ the design directory for

reference besides the simulation run output ( .iog file).

5"4"2 System level desügxa venÍficatiom

Simulation of the top level design implementation can be taken as an extension of

the simulations on the subsystem blocks. However, in the previous simulations on lower

level internal units, the correctness of internal control signals as inputs to the unit under

simulation have been taken for granted in all separate or individual design verifications.

Now, these internal signals are no longer assumed and only the external controi signals (the

processor commands) are given to exercise the functionality of the top-level design. The

correctness ofgenerating the internal signals and their real effects on the behavior ofeach

subsystem and system are to be verified with special attention. The simulation stimulus

injected to the top-level design implementation for simulation pu{poses may be restricted

as well to a limited number of system input pins. In our case, this is the six input pins on

the top level design shown in Fig. 5-8. In this manner the simulations reflect the system

operations and functionality in a working environment that most closely resembles the

reality. In other words, only given the commands from the processor, the top level circuitry

should work out the all self test procedures by itself in any given self test mode arbitrarily

assigned. The simulation files for the top level design verification are included in the Ap-

pendices of this document.

In the top level design implementation and verification, the .v file has 433 lines in

it and the .stim file has 191 lines in it. The simulation output file ( verilog.log ) is2,654,642

byte in size. In the .stim file there are no internal signals in the top level simulation. Only

those input ports of the system are given the stimulus externally. These signals are
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cl,ocK, ECC_TESI MODEO, MODEI, GLOBALSTRT, RESET, SCAN_IN. For

each self-test mode, two test cycles (4096 clock cycle) are scheduled using a loop. This

tests the behavior of the system entering the designated self test mode and between the test

cycles, that is, when one completes and the next one is to begin. Following this test, exiting

from the self-test mode back to the normal operation is verified. Procedures were designed

to test the interleaved pseudoconcurrent self test with it exiting even though a completed

test cycle has not yet finished. Subsequently, the systemresumes the interleaved test. The

simulation shows the intermittent test results were "locked" and served as starting point

when the interleaved self test is resumed. The hardware reconfîgurability of the buiit-in

test circuitry to support the two scan based test modes were tested to ensure test patterns

or the test output can be routed through the registers and the serial ports of the system to

their correct destination. The differentiation between the scan test of the on-chip ECC and

the scan path test mode is visible from the simulation output.

The independency of each self-test mode can be a major concern in such a system

that is supposed to support multiple self test methods. This was given considerable atten-

tion and observation throughout the simulation runs as well as in creating stimulus to sense

and capture the performance concerned. The hardware dynamic reconfigurability was ver-

ified for the worst cases, such as the system accidently enters and exits self test in a mis-

coupled test mode to ensure it is handled smoothly without crashing the system. The simu-

lation results concluded that complete top level design implementation works correctly.

5.4"3 Aliscussion"¿

It is noted that the built-in test system is designed such that the on-chip ECC both

enters and exits the test mode synchronousiy. This means that when the module is called

upon to serve the system normal operation, the present test vector is allowed to complete
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and the next test vector is held in the test generator before serving the system. Also, when

it is released by the system for selftest, it does not staft its test cycle until the start ofthe

next clock cycle. This is a very safe design but it could result in the loss of one clock cycle

every time pseudorandom based self test is exited.

5.5 RapÍd pnototypinlg with Xülinx F''trG.As

To validate the BIST solution to on-chip BIT ECC for high speed and high perform-

ance embedded memories, rapid design prototyping using FPGA technology fromXilinx

was impiemented. With Cadence 4.2,the Xilinx FPGA development package is a built-in

feature. Downloading the design to a Xilinx FPGA device is done through a communica-

tion cable (Xchecker) connected to a serial port on the workstation and a demo board from

Xilinx. In this project, we used aXilinx XC4000 family device (XC4003b) to implement

the prototype. On the demo board an appropriate configuration is set up so as to activate

the external control signals to the design and to capture and display the output signals and

flag signals for design evaluation.

The XC4000 families of FPGA is of third generation FPGAs. It provides the bene-

fits of custom CMOS VLSVASIC, while avoiding the initial cost, time delay, and inherent

risk of a conventional masked gate array. Since a custom design can be created instantly

by programming a FPGA chip from within the same workstation environment, and since

the chip can be reprogrammed an unlimited number of times, FPGAs ale ideal for rapid

prototyping of virtually any innovative VLSVASIC design. This has the effect of reducing

the time from specification to a conventional prototype.

We have experimentally analyzed the BIST on-chip ECC design prototype in the

XC4003b chip and evaluated its integrated built-in test features. We primarily observed
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the self test operations in on-demand and interleaved mode using pseudorandom BIST.

As for the two scan based tests, although we did not provide the scan test input to perform

the test on the Xilinx chip, we verified in detail the test fixture to make sure the circuit confi-

gues coffectly under the software control so that the scan based tests are truly supported.
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CONCT-USTONS AND RECOh4N4ENÐATIONS

'We 
have studied general aspects of on-chip ECCs, and the testability of parallel im-

plementation of on-chipHamming (n,k) SEC-DED codes forembeddedmemories. Based

on the development and implementation of the built-in testable architecture and design

method for on-chip ECCs, the following conclusions are drawn:

CF{APTER.6

The test matrix compaction scheme, dominated by the Hamming (n,k) ECC codes,

constitutes a major component in a cost-effective built-in test architecture for the on-chip

ECC circuitry. The row/column linear compaction, implemented through the test matrix

mappings, resulted in a507o overhead reduction in the built-in test vector generation circuit

than the customary BIST implementation methods.

The impacts of the built-in test on the normal system perforrnance is a consequence

of any BIST architectures. The built-in test implemented in this study impacted the

memory system speed performance by only one gate delay, due to the need for multiplexing

normal data inputs and test stimulus inputs to the ECC. It is imperative to note that this side

effect is independent of the size of the on-chip ECC.

Testability specification is a measure of the buitt-in testable VLSVASIC design.

We have proposed a natural circuit partitioning, and investigated the coverage of the set

of tests based on the BIST scheme, and found that the test vector space generated and expan-

ded on-the*hip covers all test stimulus required for testing the PG/SG circuitry, and the

syndrome space created from the output of testing the PG/SG covers the test vectors re-
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quired for testing SD/DC portion of the on-chip ECC circuit. Therefore, we anticipated

a>99vo fault coverage of the stuck-at faults in the on--chip ECC circuitry.

Aliasing is an error/fault masking problem inherit with test response compression

for signature analyze. We extended the number of input bits to the MISR toZ}bitsby add-

ing the 6 syndrome bits; V/e anticipated, by this approach, the aliasing rate can be of the

order of2-22.

Dynamically reconfigurable built-in test circuitry design embodied in our design

implementation produced a compact on--chip test fixture. Associated with an integrated

built-in test architecture, the same on-chip test circuitry can be easily reconfigured under

software control to support multiple self test methods (on-demand pseudorandom test, the

pseudoconcurrent (interleaved) test, the scan test and the scan by-pass test). Resetting the

test circuitry when exiting from any test modes except for the psudoconcurrent mode, re-

duces the steps in selftest control procedures, and consequently reduce the size ofthe test

controller.

In summary, this research work has the following contributions:

1) A built-in testable architecture is developed for on-chip ECCs. It provides an

alternative BIST solution to self testing embedded memories with on--chip ECC

based on a divide-and-conquer strategies.

Identified a test vector compaction scheme, which resulted in a 50Vo reduction in

on-chip test generation hardware.

Developed a design-for-testability method for on-chip ECCs of Hamming (n,k)

SEC-DED codes. It takes advantages of multiple built-in test methodologies and

provides > 99Vo fault coverage of stuck-at faults in the on--chip ECC circuitry.

2)

3)
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4) The built-in testable on-chip ECC design method is implemented and verified for

a Hamming (22,16) SEC-DED circuir, and prototyped using a Xilinx FpG,A.

5) The BIST solution supports multiprocessor based system solutions with embedded

private memory configurations. Testing an array of homogeneous on-chip ECCs

of embedded memories can be effectively done in parallel by using one on-chip test

generation circuit.

6) Provided considerable experience and insights into issues facing system designers

in iight of increasing levels of integration.

Further development of this research work is recommended as follows:

1) The design methods may be expanded to high level HDL models with testability.

A modular VHDL model of the built-in testable ECC can be developed.

2) The BIST architecture and implementation methods may be converted into design

aids in VLSVASIC EDA environments. Studies on EDA methodologies such as

logic and test synthesis (compile) methods and techniques are needed.

3) The algorithms which generates best testable on-+hip ECC codes may enhance

the design-for-testability methods directly. This work may also contribute to

practical aspects of applying error coding theory.
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APPENDTX A:

StrMULATION STß4ULUS ( .stim Files)

(in Verilog HDL)



The following .stim files record the test patterns developed for design verifications over

the six (6) modular designs in the hierarchy of the on-chip BIT ECC design. The .sim

files were written in Verilog HDL and served as simulation stimulus in the design

verification process using Verilog-Xl. The schematics of the design units are cited for
quick references.

i) ecc.stirn is for the ECC_CORE unit ( ecc.sch is on p.66, Chaprer 5 ).
ii) prtg.stirn is for the on-chip PRTG unit ( prtg.sch is on p.69, Chaprer 5 ).
iii) mux.stim is for the multiplexer unit ( mux.sch is onp.72, Chapter 5 ).
iv) misr-core.stirn, sig sim.stim, and rnisr:stirn are for the on-chip MISR unit

( misr.sch is on p.75, Chapter 5 ).
v) f-ctnller.stim is for the built-in test controller unit ( t_ctrller.sch is on p.80,

Chapter 5 ).

vi) ecc_t.stim is for the top levei on-chip BIT ECC ( ecc_t.sch is on p.85,

Chapter 5 ).



// ECCF.STIM

'timescale 1 ns/100 ps

module test;

reg D0,DL,D2,D3,D4,D5,D6,D7,D8,D9,D10,DLl,,D12,DL3,DL4,D15,D16,Dr7 ,DL},DLg,D2O,D2L
wiTe CORRECTABLE-ERROR ;

wire DOUBLE-ERROR;

wire O0;

wire 01;

wire 02;

wire 03;
wire 04;

wlre 05;
wire 06;

wire 07,'

wire O8;

wire 09;
wrre uIu;
wrre ut_L;

wire OI2;
wrre o-LJ;

wlre ol4,'
wire O15;

wire S0;

wrre sl;
wíre 32;

wlre 5J;
wire 54;

supplyl XVDD;

supplyO XGND;

( . CORRECTABLE-ERROR ( CORRECTABLE_ERROR ) ,

. DOUBLE_ERROR ( DOUBLE-ERROR), . DO ( DO ), . Dl (D1 ), .D2 (D2), . D3 (D3 ), . D4

. D6 (D6), .D] (Dt ), . D8 (DB), .D9 (D9), .D10 (D10 ), . D11 (DLL\, .Dr2 (DL2),

.D13 (D13 ), .Dr4 (DLA), .D15 (D1s ), . D16 (D16 ), . DLl (DL7 ), . D18 (Di-8),

. D19 (D19 ), .D20 (D20 ), . D2I (D2L), .O0 (O0), .O1 (o1), .o2 (o2), .o3 (o3 ),

.04 (o4), .os (o5), .06 (06) , .o1 (o1 ) , .oB (o8), .09 (o9), .010 (o10),

.o11 (011) , .oLz (o12) , .013 (013 ) , .014 (014), .015 (o1s) , .s0 (s0) ,

.sl (s1) , .s2(s2), .s3 (s3), .s4 (s4), .ss (s5) );

ini c ial
begin

+i 10

D0=0;

D1=0;

/ / coded word (0000000000000000)

/ / wiLh check bit.s ( 000000 )

(D4), .D5 (D5)



D2=0;

D3=0;

D4=0;

D5=0;

D6=0;

D]=O;

D8=0;

D9=0;

Dl,0=0;

D11=0;

DI2=0;

D13=0;

D14=0;

D15=0;

Dl6=0;

DIl =0 ;

Dl8=0;

D19=0;

D20=0;

D2L=0;

#10 / / coded word (111111"1111111111)

D0=1; / / wirh check bi-rs (000000)

D1=L;

D2=1;

D3=1;

D4=L ¡

D5=1;

D6=1;

D7 =I.
D8=1;

D9=I;
Dl0=1;

DIL=I;
DL2=1 ¡

D13=1;

n1 ¿-1 .

D15=1;

D16=0;

DL'7 =0;
D18=0;

D19=0;

D20=0 ¡

D2L=0;

#10 // coded word (0111111111111111)

D0=0; / / vrith check birs (1101,00)

D1=1;

nr-1 .



D3=1;

D4=T;

D5=1;

D6=1;

D7=I¡
D8=1;

D9=1;

D10=1;

D11=1;

DI2=T;

D13=1;

ÐL4=I;

D15=1;

Dl-6=1;

DL7 =I;
D18=0;

D19=1;

D20=0;

D2L=0;

*1rì / /

D0=1; / /

D3=1;
n¿-1 .

D6=1;

D] =I;

no-1 .

Dl0=1;
D11=1;

nl o 1 .

n1 0_1 .

coded word (1011111111111111)

with check bits (101100)

coded word (110111111111111i" )

with check bits (01-1100)



D4=L;

D5=1;

D6=1;

D]=I¡
D8=1;

D9=L;

D10=1;

D1l=1;

DL2=I;
D13=1;

D14=1;

Dl6=0;

DL'7 =1 ;

D18=1;

D19=1;

D20=0;

D2L=0;

#10 // coded word (1110111111-111111")

D0=1; / / wit.h check bits (110010)

Dt =1;
D2=I;
nl-n.

D4=I;
D5=L;

D6=1;

D'l =I;
D8=1;

D9=1;

D10=1;

D11=1;

DL2=I;

Dl-3=1;

DL4=I;
D]-5=1;

D16=1;

D]_7 =I;
D1B=0;

Dl-9-0;
D20=I ¡

D21=0;

#10 / /
D0=0; / /
Dl=1;

D4=0 ¡

coded word (0101010101010101

r.¡ith check bits (01-1110 )



D6=0;

D8=0;
nQ-1 .

n1 1=1 .

DL2=0;

D14=0;
ñl Ê 1 -

D16=0;

ñ1 0 1 -

D20=I;

D2L=0;

#10 / /
D0=1; / /

nr-1 .

D6=1;

D] =A;
nR=1

Dl1=0;
D1-2=r;

D13=0;
n1 / I -

D16=0;

D19=1;

D2O=L;

D21-=0;

coded word (1010101010101010)

with check bits (011110)

#r_0

D0=0;

D1=0;

D2=0;

D3=0;

D4=0;

D5=0;

D6=0;

coded word (0000000000000001)

wich check bits (0010i-1)



D8=0;
ño-n.

D10=0;

DT2=O;

D13=0;

D14=0;

n1 5=1 .

D16=0;

D18=1;

D19=0;

D2O=I;

#10 //
D0=0; / /

D4=0;

nq-n.

D6=0;

D8=0;

D10=0;

DL2=0 ¡

Dl-3=0;

D14=1;

D15=0;

Dl6=0;
D17=1;

D1B=0;

Dl9=0;

coded word (0000000000000010)

wit.h check bits(010011)

+t 10

D0=0;

D1=0;

D2=0;

D3=0;
n¿-n.

D5=0;

D6=0;

D't =0;
D8=0;

coded word (0000000000000100)

wiL.h check bits (100011)



D9=0;

Dl-0=0;

D1l-=0;

DL2=0;

D13=1;

Di-4=0;

D15=0;

D16=1;

ÐL'7 =0 ;

D18=0;

D]-9=0;

D20=t;

D2L=I;

#r-0 / /
D0=0; / /
D1=0;

nl-n.

D6=0;

D'7 =0;
nQ-rì.

D9=0;

Dl0=0;

n1 ¿-n.

Di-5=0;

D16=0;

n1 Ô_1 .

D20=0;

coded urord ( 0000000000001-000 )

wirh check birs (001101)

+Èl"0 // coded word (0000000000010000)

D0=0; / / wirh check bits (010101)

D1=0;
n?-n.

D3=0;

D4=0 ¡

D5=0;

D6=0;

D7 =0;
D8=0;

D9=0;

D10=0;



D11=1;

DL2=0;

D13=0;

D14=0;

D15=0;

D16=0;

DL'7 =I;
D18=0;

D19=1;

D20=0;

D2T=I;

/ / ínjecc errors
// sequence: no error, 1- error, 2 errors

#10 / / coded

D0=0; / / with
D1=0;

D2=0;

D3=0;

D4=0;

D5=0;

D6=0;

D'7 =0;
D8=0;

D9=0;

D10=0;

D1l=0;
DI2=0;

D13=0;

D14=0;

D15=0;

D16=0;

DL'l =0;

D19=0;

D20=0;

D2L=0;

word ( 0000000000000000 )

check blts (000000)

+r-0 / /
D0=0; / /

n?-n.

D4=0;

D5=0;

D6=1; / / 7

D'7 =0;

coded word (0000000000000000)

wit.h check birs ( 000000 )

bit error



D9=0;

D10=0;

D11=0;

DL2=0 ¡

D13=0;

Dl-4=0;

Dl-5=0;

D16=0;

DL1 =0;
D18=0;

D19=0,

D20=0;

D2L=0;

coded word (0000000000000000)

with check bits ( 000000 )

// 1 bi|- error

// I bi| error

rnlect errors
sequence: no error, 1 error, 2 errors

#10 //
D0=1; / /

n?-1 .

n¿-l .

nq-1 .

coded word ( 1111111111111111)

wirh check bits ( 000000 )



Dl =I;
D8=1;

D9=1;

D10=1;

Dl1=1;

DL2=I;

D13=1;

DL4=I;
D15=1;

D16=0;

DL1 =0;
Dl-8=0;

Dl9=0;

D20=0;

D21-=0 ¡

#10 // coded word (11111"11111111111)

D0=1; / / wirh check birs (000000)

D1=0; // I biE error
D2=I;
D3=1;

D4=L;

D5=1;

D6=I;
D] =L;
D8=1;

D9=L ¡

D10=1;

Dl1-1;
DL2=1;

DL3=1;

DL4=I ¡

Dl-5=1;

D16=0;

DL1 =0;
D18=0;

D19=0;

D20=0;

D2L=0;

íÉ10 / /
D0=1; / /
D1=0; / /

coded word (11111i-1111111111 )

with check biLs ( 000000 )

1 bit error



// I bít error

/ / \nject errors
// sequence: no error, 1 error, 2 errors

1t10 / /
D0=0; / /

nr-1

D3=1;

n¿-l .

D7=L¡

ño_1 .

ñ1 I r -

DL2=r;

r}1 ¿=1

ñl E 1 -

Di-B=0;

D]_9=L i

D2L=0;

+ln / /

D3=1;

n¿=1

coded word (0111111111111111

with check bits (110100)

coded word (0111111111111111

wirh check birs (lt-0100)



// 1 bít errox

#10 / /
D0=0; / /

n¿=1

D6=1;

nQ-n. / /

D9=1;

ñ1 I r -

D13 =1 ;

D15=0; / /
Di-6=1;

ñ1 0-1 .

D2O=0 ¡

coded word ( 01111111"11111111 )

with check bits (110100)

I bit error

I bit error

+L0

D0=1;

D1=0;

D2=I;
D3=1;

D4=L;

D5=1;

D6=1;

/ / coded \'/ord (101111i-111111111 )

/ / with check bit.s (101100)



n?-1 ,

D8=1;

D9=1;

D10=1;

D1t-=1;

DI2=1;
n1 ?-1 .

DL4=1 ¡

D15=1;

DL6=1_;

D1"7 =0 i

D18=1;

D19=1;

D20=1-;

D2I=O;
// t bi:u error

// coded word (1011111111111111

// with check bits (101100)

// I bi| error
// T btt error

and quatple errors/ / trl.ple

#10

D0=0;

D1=0;
ñr-n.

n¿=n.

coded word (0000000000000000)

wiLh check birs (000000)

// L biL error



D'l =I;
D8=0;

D9=0;

D10=0;

D11=0;

DL2=0 ¡

Dl3=0;
D14=0;

D15=0;

D16=0;

DIl =0 ;

D1B=0;

D19=1;

D20=0;

D21-=0;

// L btL errot

// L biL error

// coded word (0000000000000000)

/ / with check bits ( 000000 )

// I bi| error
// I bít errot

// 1 biE error

#10000 $stop;
end

ini t ial

$display ( "
gdísplay ( "

$display ( "

$dispi-ay ( "

Sdisplay ( "

// ! bí|. error

/ / Chrange data every 1 MHz

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOSSSSSSCD" )

0I23 4561 89LLILLLLL1,1,2201_23 4561 B9LIL7LIAI23 45C0" )

0L23 45 67 B9 01 0I2345 RU" )

RB" )

EL" )



$display ( "

$display ( "

Sdisplay ( "

$display ( "

Sdisplay ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$monitor($time,,
DO, D1, D2, D3, D4, D5,

D6, D'I , DB, D9, DlO, D11,

DI2, DL3, D1_4, Dl-5, D16 , D1_7 ,

D18, D19, Ð20, D21,, O0, 01,

02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08,

09, oi-O , 0LI , 0L2, o1_3 , 0L4,

O15, SO, SL,52, 53, 54, 55,

CORRECTABLE-ERROR, DOUBLE_ERROR ) ;

end

ini t ia1
ggr_waves (

"D0' ,D0 , "D1-" ,Dl-,'D2" ,D2, "D3" ,D3 , "D4' ,D4 ,'D5" ,D5 ,

BR");

LR");

EO");

E "li
R ");
R ");
o ");
R ");

,D6" ,D6,'D] " ,D7 , "D8' ,D8, "D9" ,D9 , "D1_A" ,DI} ,'D1"L"
,DI2' ,D1-2,'DL3' ,D1,3 ,'DIA' ,D1,4, "D15' ,DL5 , "DL6'
"DLB' ,D18,'D1,9" ,Ð1_9 , "D20" ,D20 ,'D2I" ,DzL, "O0'
,02,,02, "03,,03,,04,,04,,05",05,,06",06,,01,
'09",09,,o10",o10, "o11",oII,,oI2",0L2,,oL3,

ini t ial
#10000

" CORRECTABLE-ERROR " , CORRECTABLE_ERROR ,

" DOUBLE-ERROR" , DOUBLE-ERROR ) ;

"oL5,,o15, "S0", s0, "sl",sL, " s2",s2,,s3",s3,

$ps_waves ("gr_wave.ps",,,ECC_Core,, ) ;

endmodule

,DIl,



PRTG. STIM

'timescale 1 ns/100 ps

modufe test;

reg CLK, GLOBALSTRT, HOLD, RESET, SCÀN-IN, SE1 ;

wire T0;

wire T1;

wrre 'l',¿;

wf re '-t'J ;

wire T4;

v¡ire T5;

wire T6;

wrre '-t' / ,'

wire TB;

wlre 'l'y;

wire T10;

integer i;

supplyl XVDD;

supplyO XGND;

PRTG COREF T1

( .CLK(CLK), .GLOBALSTRT (GLOBALSTRT), .HOLD(HOLD),

.RESET(RESET) , .SCAN-IN(SCAN-IN) , .SEl (SE1 ),.T0(TO),.T1 (T1 ) ,.T2('12)

.13 (13) , .î4('r4) , .rs (r5), .16 (16) , .r1 (r1 ), .18 (rB), .19 (r9),

.T1,0 (r10) ) ;

ini c ial
begin

115 CLK=1;

#5 CLK='CLK;

GLOBALSTRT=0;

HOLD=0;
Drcrm_n.

SCAN-IN= 0 ;

SE1=O;

#5 CLK=-CLK;

#5 CLK=-CLK;

#5 CLK=-CLK;

iI5 CLK=-CLK;

*5 l-r.K=-er.k.

for( i=0¡ t < 4096; i=i+1)
begin

end



l|1,0000 $stop;
end

ini L iaf

$display ( "

Sdisplay ( "

Sdisplay ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

/ / Change data every 1 MHz

$monitor($time,, CLK,

RESET, SCAN-IN,

T2, T3, T4, .t5,

T9, T10);

end

ini r ial
$gr_waves ( " CLK', CLK, "GLOBAI,STRT"

" RESET", RESET, " SCAN-IN"

"T2" 'T2, "T3" ',13 ' ",14" 'T4
""t9,,.t9,,,T1-0," 110) ;

endmodule

, GLOBÀLSTRT, "HOLD", HOLD,

, SCAN-IN, " SET' , SE1-, "10" ,TO , "TI" ,T1.,

, "T5" ,'r5, "T6" ,T6, ".t1 " ,T't , "T8' ,T8,



/ / MUX. STIM

't.imescafe 1 ns/100 ps

moduJ"e test;

reg CLK, GLOBALSTRT, HOLD, RESET, SCAN_IN, SE1. ;

wire END;

wire SCAN_OUT;

wrre 'l'U,'

wire T1;

wire T3;

wire T4;

wire T6;

wrre '1'l;

wire T8;

wire T9;

wire T10;
r¡ira ml 1.

wire T12;

wire t13;
wire T14;

wire T15;

wire T16;

wf re '1'I /;
wire T1B;

wlre '.l',I9;

t,'i rô m?ô.

wl re '1'z I ,'

integer i;

supplyl XVDD;

supply0 XGND;

PRTGF t.I
( .CLK(CLK), .END(END), .GLOBALSTRT(GLOBALSTRT), .HOLD(HOLD),

.RESET(RESET), .SCÀN_TN(SCAN-IN), .SCAN-OUT(SCAN-OUT), .SE1(SE1), .TO(TO)

.11 (11) , .T2 lT2 ), .13 (r3), .14 (r4), .15 (rs), .16 (16l , .T7 lTl) ,

.r8 (r8), .19 (19), .110 (110), .111(rl1) , ..tL2(.rr2 ) , .r13 (rL3),

.T14 (114), .T15 (r15), .116 (T16), .T17 (T17 ), .118 (T18), .T19 (T19),

.120 (T20) , .T2L(r2r) ) ;

iní t ial
begin

#5 CLK=1;

#5 CLK=-CLK;



GLOBALSTRT=O;

SCAN-rN= 0 ;

SE1=0; //MUX selects feedback
#5 CLK=-CLK;

IÈ5 CLK=-CLK;

115 CLK=-CLK;

#5 CLK=-CLK;
lI R ôr.r - -ar.ø .

for( i=0; i < 4096; i=i+1-)

115 CLK=-CLK;

end

#5 CLK=-CLK;

SE1=1; // MUX selects Scan_In input.
SCAN-IN= I ;

for(i=0; i<50; i=i+1-)

begin
#5 CLK=-CLK;

end

{15 CLK=-CLK;

SE1=1; / / yltJx sefects Scan_In input
SC^AN-IN=0;

for(i=0; i<50; i=i+1)

i}5 CLK=-CLK;

end

+110000 $stop; // C}:Lanse

end

inicial
begln

$display ( "

$display ( "

Þolsplay ( "

$display ( "

Sdisplay ( "

$display ( "

Sdisplay ( "

SdisPlay ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

data every 1 MHz

$monitor(StÍme,, CLK, END, GLOBALSTRT,

HOLD, RESET, SCAN-IN,

SCAN-OUT, SE1, TO, TL, '12, T3, T4,

CEGHRSS

LNLOECCE0l2 3 45 6t 89 LLLI_11)_L1,1,22 "

KDOLSAÀ1

BDENN

AT-
LIO
SNU
TT
R

T

0L23456'1 890r,



end

ini t ia1

$gr_waves ("CLK', CLK, "END" , END, "GLOBALSTRT", GLOBALSTRT.

T5, T6 , T7, T8 , T9 , T1-O ,

T11, Tt2, T13, T14, 115, T16,
TJ.?, T1B, TI9, T2O, T2I) ;

"HOLD", HOLD, "RESET", RESET, "SCAN-IN", SCAN-IN,

" SCAN_OUT", SCAN_OUT,' SE1- 

" 
SE1, "TO ", T O, " T1. ", T1., " T2 ",'12, " T3 ",'13,

"'t5, ,,t5, "T6" ,T6, ",t'7 il ,.r7 , ,TB, ,.t8,,"t9" ,19 ,,T1_0" ,TI0,
,TLL' ,'tL!,,.rI2" ,T1_2, ".tL3" ,T1_3 ,'T14' ,TL4, "î!5" ,T!5, "T1_6" ,T16,
,'tL] ",TI7, "TL9",T18, "T19",T1_9, ".r20",T20,,T21"",T2I) ì

endmodule

"T4' ,T4,



/ / MTSR-CORE. STTM

'timescale 1 ns/100 ps

rnodule test;

reg
À0,À1,À2,43,44,45,46,À7,A8,A9,A10,ALL,AL2,A13,A14,A15,A16,A17,A18,A19,A20,A2I,80,81,E}
2,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,810,8LI ,8L2,813,814,815,816,81 7,818,81,9,820,821,S80;
wj-re X0,'

wire X1;

wire X2;

ware xJ;
wire X4;

wire x5;
wire X6;

wrre x/;
wire X8;

wire X9;

wire Xl0;
wire Xl1;
wrre xtz;
wire X1-3;

wire X14;

wire X15;

wrre xlb;
wire X17;

wíre Xl8;
wire X19;

wire X20;

wfre xzt;

supplyl XVDD;

suppfyO XGND;

MUXF T1

(..\0 (A0) , .A1 (À1 ) , .A2(A2 ) , .A3 (A3), .A4 (A4), .As (A5),
.A6 (A6) , .A1 (At ) , .À8 (A8) , .A9 (A9) , .A10 (A1"0), .A11(A11), .A12 (A12),
.A13 (A13 ), .A14 (À14 ), .Al-5 (À15 ), .A16 (A16), .A17 (A17 ), .À18 (A18 ),
.A19 (A19), .À20 (A20), . A2L (A2L), .80 (80), .Bt- (81), .82 \82), .83 (83 ),
.84 (84) , .85 (Bs) , .86 (86) , .87 lBl ), .88 (BB), .89 (89), .810 (810),
. Bl-1 (811), .8L2 (8L2), .813 (813 ), .81,4 (814), .815 (815), .816 (816 ),
.8L1 (BLt ), .818(818), .819 (BI9),.820(820), .82L(82L),.SEO(SEo),
.x0(x0), .x1(x1), .x2(x2), .x3 (x3), .x4\x4), .x5(xs), .x6(x6),
.x7 lx1 ), .x8(x8),.x9(x9),.x10(x10),.xl1 (xLL), .¡12 1y12¡,
.x13 (x13 ), .x1"4 (x14 ), .x15 (x15), .xj.6 (x16 ), .x17 (x17 ), .x18 (xl8),
.x19 (x19), .x20 (x20) , .xzl (x21) );



ini ti-al
begin

AO--L;

À1-1 .

À?-1 .

ãa 1-

À¿-1 .

À5=0;

A6=0;

A7=0;

A8=0;

A9=0;

Al0=1;
All=1;

413=1;

Ã'14=1;

A15=0;

A16=0;

AL'l =0;
n10 

^-

À10-n.
Àrn-n.

À?1-n.

B0=0;

B1=0;

83 =0;
B4=0;

B6=1;

B'/ =1;

B9=1;

81 0=0 ;
Dl I 

^ 
-

8L2=0;

813=0;

814=0;
D1 E_1 -

D1 E A .

Dl ? 1 -

D1 0 1 -

Þi o_1 .

cEô_^.

#10000 $scop;
end

/ / Clnange data every 1 MHz



inirial
begin

$díspIay(,' q,\,V\i\i\i\i\i\Ð\iU\¡\i\i\i\iUU\,\¡\BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBSXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX,,);

$display(" 0I234561891,!ILLLLLLL22AI234567891-L1-IL1-L1,II228OL23456'7BgII1I1!!LJ-L22,') ¡

$display(" 012345678901 012345618901,0 01234567890T',);

$monit.or($time,, 40, À1, .A2, 43, 44, À5,

À6, A7, A8, A9, A10, All,
A12, A13, At4, À15, À16, A17,

A18, Al9, A2A, A21, 80, 81,

82, 83, 84, 85, 86, B'I , BB,

89, 810, 8L1", 81,2, 8L3, BI4,
815, 816, BI7, 818, 819, 820,

82 l, SEO, X0, X1, X2 , X3 , X4 ,

X5, X6, X7, X8, X9, X1O,

xLL, xL2, x1"3, xL4, x15, xI6,
xL7 , xL9, xI9, x20, x21,) ;

end

ini r iaÌ
$gr_waves ( "40 ", 40, " AL', A:-,' A2 ", A2, " A3,, A3, " A4 ", A4, " A5,, A5,

, A6', A6,' A1 ", A7, "A8 ", A8, " A9', A9, "A10 ", A10,' ALL ", ALL,
, AL2 ", Ar2,' At 3 ", A1_3,' A!4 ", AL4,' AI5 ", ALs, " AL6 ", A1- 6,' AL7 ", A17,

"À18",A18, "A]^9"A1,9, "A20",A20, "A2I", A2L,'80',80, "Bt"BL,
"82" ,82,'83" ,83 ,'84' ,84, "85" ,85,'86' ,86, "81 ' ,87 ,'BB" ,88,
,89" ,89 , "8I0" ,81,0 , '81,L" ,8LL,'BI2' ,BL2 , "813" ,8L3 ,'8L4' ,81"4,

"815" ,815, "816" ,8L6, "81-7' ,8L7 , "8L8" ,8I8,'8L9" ,8L9 , "820" ,820 ,

" 82L" B2L,' SE?" SE0, "X0 ", X0, " X! 
" 

XL,' X2 

" 
X2,' x3', X3, " X4 

" 
X4,

'x5" ,x5, "x6" ,x6, "x7 " ,x7 , "x8, ,x8, ,x9" ,x9 , "xI}" ,x1,0 ,

,xLL' ,XLL, "xL2, ,xL2, "x1,3, ,x1_3 , "xLA" ,xL4, ,xL5, ,xLs, ,xI6, ,xl.6,
"xL'1 , ,xt1 ,,xL9, ,x1-B,,xr9, ,xL9, "x20, ,x20, "x2L" ,x211 ;

endmodule



/ / STG_SIM.STIM

'Limescale 1 ns/100 ps

module test,.

reg CLK, GLOBAIJSTRT, HOLD, RESET, SCAN_IN, SE1, SE2 ;

wire COR-ERROR;

wire C0;

wi-re C1;

wire C2;

wire C3,'

wlre c4;
wire C5;

wire C6;

wire C7;

wire CB;

wire C9;

wire C10;
,-,i -^ .1 1 .

wire C12;

wire C13;

wire Cl-4;
-.,ì -^ ^1 

q.

vrire C16;

wire C17;

wire C1B;

wlre cly;
t-i r¿ ¡añ.

wrre cz.l-;

wire DOUBLE-ERROR;

wrre DU;

wire D1;

wire D2;

W1TE LJJ;

wrre iJ4,.

wire D5;

wire D6;

wrre D/;

wrre lJ8;

wf re Ll9;

WITE DIU;

wrre uI _L ;

wLre D1-2;

wire o13;

wf re IJl4,'

wire Dl-5;



wire Dl- 6 ;

\¡rire D17,'

wÍre Dl-8;

wire D19;

wire D20;

\qITC D¿ L ;

wire SGO;

wire SG1;

wire SG2;

wire SG3;

wire SG4;

wire SG5;

wire SG6;

wire SG7;

wire SG8;

wire SG9;

wire ScL0;

wire SG11;

wire SG12;

wire SG1-3;

wire SG14;

wire SG15;

wire SG16;

wire SG]"7;

wire SG18;

wire SGi.9;

wire SG20;

wire SG2L;

inLeger i;

suppl-y1 XVDD;

supplyo XGND;

SIG-SIMF T].

(.CLK(CLK) , .COR-ERROR(COR-ERROR) , .CO (CO), .C1 (C1),

.c2(c2),.c3 (c3), .c4(c4), .cs(c5),.c6(c6), .c7 (c7), .c8(c8),

.c9 (c9) , .c10 (c10) , .c11(cl1) , .c12 (c12) , .c13 (cr3), .cl-4 (c14),

.c15 (C15) , .c16 (c16) , .c17 (c17) , .c18 (c1B), .c1"9 (c19) , .c20 (c20),

.C2IIC2I ) , .DOUBLE-ERROR(DOUBLE-ERROR), .DO (DO) , .Dl (D1) , .D2(D2) ,

.D3 (D3), .D4 (D4), .Ds (D5), .D6 (D6ìl , .D] (D7 ), .D8 (D8), .D9 (D9),

.D10 (D10), .D1r (D11), .Dr2(DL2), .Dr3 (D13), .DI4(DL4), .D15 (D1s),

.Dl-6 (D161 , .DL7 (D17) . .D18 (D18) , .D19 (D19) , .D20 (D20) , .D21-(D?LI ,

.GLOBALSTRT(GLOBÀLSTRT),.HOLD(HOLD),.RESET(RESET),.SCÀN-IN(SCAN-TN),.SE1(SE1)

.sE2lsE2 ), .sco (scO), .scl (sc1), .sc2 (sc2), .sc3 (sc3), .sc4 (sc4),

. sG5 (Scs), . sc6 (sc6 ), . sc7 (sc7 ), . sc8 (sc8 ), . sc9 (sc9 ), . sc10 (sc10),

.scl,L (sc1t-), .sc12 (sc12), .sc13 (sc13), .sc14 (sc14), .sc15 (sc15),

.sG16 (SG16), .SG17 (SG17), .SG18 (SG18) , .Sc]-9 (SG19) , .SG20 (Sc20) ,

.sG2l(sG21));



inirial
begin

#0 RESET=L ì / /to set seed

#10 cLK=1;

#10 CLK=-CLK;

GLOBALSTRT=0;

HOLD=0;

RESET=0;

SCAN-IN=0;

SE1=0;

#10 CLK=-CLK;

#10 CLK=-CLK;

1110 CLK=-CLK;

for( i=0; i- < 4096; i=í+1)

and cfear MISR

h¿ai -!L9 trr

#10 CLK=-CLK;

end

#i-0000 $stop; // Change

end

init ial
begin

$display ( "

Sdisplay ( "

Sdisplay ( "

$display ( "

Sdisplay ( "

$display { "

$display ( "

Sdisplay ( "

gdisplay ( "

9display ( "

gdisplay ( "

$dispÌay ( "

data every 1 MHz

ccccccccccccccccccccccccDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDGHRSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS " ) ;

LO0123456789111I7].I1,1,1,2200a23456?89111111111122LOECEEGGGGcccGGGGGGGGccccccc"),

E

R

R

o

R

$monitor($Lime,, CLK, COR_ERROR, C0, C1

c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c] , c8,
c9, ci-O, c7L, c12, ct-3, cIA,
c15, c16 , C\7 , cL9, clg , c20,

C21, DOUBLE-ERROR, DO, D1,

D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, Dt, D8,

D9 , Di,0 , Dl_I , DL2 , DL3 , D1"4 ,

D15, D16, D17, D1B, DL9, D2A,

D21, GLOBÀLSTRT, HOLD, RESET,

SCAN_IN, SEl, SE2, SGO, SG1, SG2,

SG3, SG4, SG5, SG6, SG7, SG8,

SG9, SG1O, SGl1, SGl2, SG13,

0r.2345678901U

B

L

012345678901OLSAL20I23 4567 A9L].Il,Il,3-ai-1,22 " I ì

E

R

R

o

R

BDEN

ÀT_

LI

SN

T

0723456'7890L" ) i

z\.

") ¡

/ì

,,);

R

T



end

ini t ial

SG14, SG15, SG16, SG17, SG18,

sc19, sc20 , sc21) ;

$gr_waves ("CLK', CLK, "COR_ERROR", COR_ERROR, ,CO, ,CO,,Ci-il ,C7.
"c2" ,c2, "c3" ,c3, "c4, ,c4, "c5, ,c5, "c6" ,c6, "c7 " ,c.7 ,,c8, ,cB,
"c9",c9, "c1_0,,cL0, "cLL",cI\,,cL2",clz, "c13",cL3,,cIA",cr4,
, cL5 ", CL5,, cL6 ", cL6, " cL1 ", cI],, cI9 ", cLB,, c1_9 ", cI9, " c2o ", c2o,
"C21.' , C21, "DOUBLE_ERROR", DOUBLE-ERROR,'DO" ,DO, "DT" ,DI,
,D2' ,D2, "D3" ,D3, "D4' ,D4,'D5" ,D5, "D6' ,D6, "D.7 " ,D1 , "DB" ,DB,
" D9 ", D9, " DI]', D)_0, " DL1, ", DLL, " Dr2 ", DL2,' DL3 ", D13, " DL4", DI4,
, DI5', DL5,' D1-6 ", Dt6,' DL1', DL7, " DL8 ", DL8,' DL9 ", D1,9,' D2o ", D2o,

" D2I', D2 1, "GLOBALSTRT", GLOBALSTRT, "HOLD", HOLD, "RESET", RESET,

"SCAN_IN",SCAN-IN,"SE1",SEl,'SE2',5E2,'SGO",SGO,"SG1",SG1.,"SG2',5G2,
, SG3' , SG3, "SG4 ", SG4, "SGS", SG5, "SG6 ", SG6, "SG7 ", SG7, 'SG8 ", SG8,

" SG9' , SG9, "SG1O", SG1O, "SG11 ", SG11, " SGT2", SG]"2, "SG13 ", SG13,

" 5G1.4 ", SG14,'SG15 ", SG15, "SGl6 ", SG16, " SGIT ", SG1-7, "SG18 ", SG18,
, scL9 , , sc1 9 , " sc20, , sG20 , , sczL" , sc2 1 ) ;

endmodule



/ / MISR_CORE. STIM

'timescaLe 1 ns/100 ps

module test,'

reg
CLK,GLOBALSTRT,HOLD.RESET,SCAN-IN,SE2,SO,S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,YO,Y1-,Y2,Y3,Y4,Y5,Y6,Y] ,Y8,Y9
, Y10, Y11 ,Y72 ,YL3 ,Y14,y1-5;
wire W0;

wire W1;

wire W2;

wire W3;

wf re w4 ,'

wire W6;

wire W7;

wire W8;

wire W9;

wire Wi.0;

WlTE WII;

wire W12;

wire i¡J13;

wire W14;

wlre w_L 5 ;

WITE WIb;

wf re wJ- /;
wire W18;

wire W19;

wire W20;

wire W21;

integer i;

supplyl XVDD;

supply0 XGNDT

MTSR-COREF t1
(,CLK(CLK), .GLOBÀLSTRT (GLOBALSTRT), .HOLD(HOLD),

.RESET(RESET) , .SCAN_IN(SCAN-IN) , .SE2(SE2 ) , .SO (SO) , .51 (51) , .52(52) ,

.s3 (s3),.s4(s4), .ss(s5), .w0(l^r0), .w1(w1-), .w2(w2), .w3(w3),

.w4 (w4), .w5(ws), .w6(w6), .w7 (w7), .w8(w8), .w9(w9), .w10(w10),

.wl1(w11) , .wL2 lwl2 ), .W13 (w13), .w14 (w14) , .W15 (i^i15), .W16 (wi-6) ,

.wL1 (wI1 ) , .w18 (W18) , .i^j19 (W19) , .w20 (w20J , .w2L (w21) , .y0 (y0),

.yl (y1 ),.y2(y2) ,.y3(y3),.y4(y4) ,.y5(y5),.y6(y6),.y] (y] ),

.Y8 (YB), .y9 (y9) , .y10 (y10) , .yj-1 \yLr) , .yr2 (yt-2), .y13 (y13) ,

.Y14 (Yl4) , .Yl5 (Y15) ) ;



ini t ia1
begin

#O CLK=O;

RESET=l;

#20 CLK=*CLK;

/ / add to try final signature
ii20 CLK=*CLK;

GLOBALSTRT= 0 ;

HOLD=0;

RESET=0;

SCAN-IN= 0 ;

SE2=I; // select feedback
Y0=0;

Y1=0;

Y2=0;

Y3=0;

'{4=I ¡

Y6=I¡

Y] =L;

Y9=0;

Y10=0;

v11=L;

YI2=0;

Y13=1;

Y!4=1";

S0=1;

s1=0;

s2=0;

53=0;

s4=0;

S5=0;

#20 CLK=-CLK;

#20 CLK=-CLK;

#20 CLK=-CLK;

GLOBÀLSTRT=O;

HOLD=0;

SCÀN-IN= 0 ;

SE2=I¡ // selec| feedback
Y0=1;

Y1=L;

v?-1 .

Y4=t;



Y5=1;

Y6=1;

Y'l =L;
vo-l .

Y10=1;

Yl1=1;
YL2=I;

Y1-4=L;

Y15=1;

S0=1;
c1_1 .

ct_1 .

54=1;

/ / select feedback

#10 CLK=-CLK;

GLOBALSTRT=O;

HOLD=0;



DDOúm 
^ 

-

SCÀN_IN=0;

SE2=1; // selec| feedback
Y0=1;

Y1=1;
w) -1

Y3=1;

Y7=I¡
vQ-1 .

vo_1 .

Y10=1;

Y11=1;

Y1,2=I ¡

Yl3=1;
YI4=1,;

Y15=1;

S0=1;

S1=1;

34=I;
s5=1;

for(i=0 ¡ í<6; i=i+1)
begin

111O CLK=-CLK;

end

GLOBALSTRT=0;

HOLD=0;

RESET=0;

SCAN_IN= I ;

SE2=1; // select feedback
Y0=0;

Y1=0;

Y2=0 ¡

Y3=0;

Y4=0 ¡

Y5=0;

Y6=0;

Y8=0;

Y9=0;

Y10=0;

Y11=0;

Y13=0;



YI4=0;

YL5=0;

S0=0;

S1=0;

52=0;

S3=0;

54=0;

S5=0;

for(i=0; i<6; i=i+1

1I1O CLK=-CLK;

end

/ / select scan-in

for(i=0; i<35; í=i+1)
beçf in

1I1O CLK=-CLK;

end

ä10 CLK=-CLK;



GLOBALSTRT=O;

RESET=0;

eaÀ\t TNf-1.

SE2=0; // select scan-in
Y0=0;

Yl=0;
Y2=0;

Y3=0;

Y4=0;

Y5=0;

Y6=0;

Y'7 =0 ¡

Y8=0;

Y9=0;

Y10=0;

Y11=0;

Y1-2=0;

Y13=0;

YI4=0;
Yl5=0;

S0=0;

51=0;
c?-n.

S3=0;

54=0;

s5=0;

for(i=0; í< 45; i=i+1)
È^^ì -!LV rr!

#10 CLK=*CLK;

end

+110000 $sLop; / / C}:lange data every l" MHz

end

ini t ial

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

Sdisplay ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$moniLor($cime,

KOLSA2

BDEN

AT_
LI
SN
T

R

T

CLK, GLOBALSTRT, HOLD,

CGHRSSYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYSSS S S SW,, )

LLOECE0 i- 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 1 1 I I r 0123 45 0L23 45 61 I 9 LLLLLLu-II22 " I

0L23 45 0L234561890L, )

")
,)

")
I

,)
,I
,I



RESET, SCAN-]N, SE2,

Y0, Y1, Y2, Y3, y4, Y5, Y6,
Y7, Y8, Y9, Y1O, YII, YI2,
Y13, Y14, Y15, S0, 51,

52, 53, 54, 55, WO, Wl, W2,

w3, w4, w5, w6 , w7 , w8, w9,

w10, w11 , w12, w13, w14, wt-5,

t{16, w17, w18, w19, w20, w2Ll;

end

ini cial
sgr-waves ( " crx", cLK, "GLOBALSTRT " , GLOBALSTRT , "HOLD", HOLD,

"RESET", RESET, "SCAN-fN", SCAN-TN, '582" ,582,
,y0" ,y0, "yL, ,yL, "y2, ,y2, "y3, ,y3 , "y4, ,y4,,y5" ,y5, "y6, ,y6,
,y"7,,y'7, "y8",y8, "y9,,y9,,ylj",yI},,yLI,,yL1_, "yL2,,yL2,
"yL3, ,y1_3, "y1,4" ,y1,4, "yL5" ,yL5,
"s0",s0, "s1,",sL, ,s2",s2, "s3",s3 ,"s4,,s4, "s5.,s5,
"w0,,w0, "wL",wL,,w2",w2,

, w3 ",\,'13,,w4",w4, "w5 ", w5,,w6,,w6, "\,'t7,,w7, .w8 ", w8, "w9 ",w9,
.w1"0" , w10, "w11" ,\nTL, "wL2" ,wL2, "\,.tI3" ,wr3, ,wL4" ,wL4, "wls, ,wL5,
,\'13,6" ,wL6, "wl't, ,wI7 ,,wL8" ,wL8,,w1_9" ,wLg , "w20, ,w2O , "w2I, ,w2I) ì

endmodufe



/ / MISR. STIM

'timescale 1 ns/100 ps

module test;

req
CLK, END, GLOBALSTRT, HOLD, RESET, SCAN_IN, SE2, SO, S1,

B, Y9, Y10, yIL,y1,2, Yl3, Yl4, Yl-5;

wiTe ECC_FAILURE;

wire SCAN_OUT;

supplyl XVDD;

suppLyO XGND;

MISRF T1

( .CLK(CLK), .ECC-FATLURE (ECC_FÀILURE), .END (END),

.GLOBALSTRT(GLOBÀLSTRT), .HOLD(HOLD),.RESET(RESET),.SCAN-IN(SCÀN-IN),

.scAN_our(scAN_our),.sE2(sE2),.s0(s0),.s1(s1),.s2\s2),.s3(s3),.s4(s4),

.55 (55), .XGND(XGND), .XVDD(XVDD), .YO (YO), .Y1 (Y1), .Y2 (Y2),

.Y3 (y3),.v4(y4), .y5(ys), .y6(y6),.y7 (y7 ),.y8(yB), .y9(y9),

.y10 (y10), .y11 (y11), .yL2 (yr2), .y13 (y13 ), .y1"4 (y14 ), .y15 (y1s) ) ;

ini t. i al-

beqin

S2, S3, S4, S5, YO, Y1.,Y2,Y3 ,Y4 ,Y5 ,Y6 ,Y7 ,Y

#0 CLK=1;

END= O ;

GLOBALSTRT=O;

HOLD=O;

RESET=1;

SCÀN-IN=0;

1I1O CLK=-CLK;

RESET=0;

cr?-1 .

Y0=0;

Y3=0;

Y5=0;

Y6=1;
v1-1.

Y9=0;

Y10=0;

Y11=1;

//select multi-inputs

//set register out.put as correct signat.ure



vI2=0 ì

v1 I-1 .

Y15=1;
c^_1 .

c1-n.

c¿-n.

S5=0;

END=1;

#IO CLK=-CLK;

#10 CLK=-CLK;

END=0;

1110 CLK=-CLK;

#].0 CLK=-CLK;

//to compare the signature

#10 CLK=-CLK; //flíp al1 inpuL to be 0, and cont.inue
llL0 CLK=-CLK;

Y0=0;

Yl=0;
Y2=0;

Y3=0;

v4=0;

Y5=0;

Y6=0;

Y7=0;

Y8=0;

Y9=0;

Yl0=0;
Yl-1=0;

YI2=0;
Y13=0;

Y14=0;

Y15=0;

S0=0;

51=0;

S2=0;

53=0;

s4=0;

S5=0;

/ /tead the f 1ag ( Lhat should be 0 )

generating signatures

#10 CLK=-CLK;

#].0 CLK=-CLK;

ti10 CLK=-CLK;

#10 CLK=-CLK;

#10000 $stop; // Chrange

end

data every 1 MHz



ini t ial
begín

$display ( "

$display ( "

$dispì.ay ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display 1 "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$moniLor($time,, GLOBALSTRT, CLK, RESET, END,

HOLD, SE2, SCAN-IN,

Y0, Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, y5,
y6, Y7, Y8, Y9, Y10, Y11,

YL2, y1_3, yLA, Y15, s0, s1, s2, s3, s4

55, SCAN-OUT, ECC_FAILURE );
end

ini t ial

GCREHSSYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYSS S S SSSE " )

LLENOEC0 12 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 1,1 1 1 1 r0r23 45CC" I

OKSDL2A

BEDN

LI

SN
T

R

T

$gr_waves ( "GLOBALSTRT", GLOBALSTRT, "CLK", CLK, "RESET", RESET, "END", END,

"HOLD" ,HOLD, " SE2" SE2, "SCAN_IN" , SCÀN_IN , "'Ì0" ,y0 , "y1_" ,yL,
"Y2' ,Y2, "Y3" ,Y3, "y4" ,y4, "y5' ,y5, ,y6, ,y6, "y'7 " ,y7 , "y8" ,y8 ,

,y9" ,y9 ,,yL0", y10, "y11" ,yII , "y1,2" ,y12, "yL3" ,y1,3 ,,yIA, ,yL4
,yt5,,yl-5, "s0",s0, " s1-,,sl,,s2",s2, " s3 ",s3, " s4",s4, " s5,,s5,

"SCAN_OUT", SCAN-OUT, "ECC-FAILURE", ECC_FAILURE) ;

endmoduLe

0L23 45 AC" )

N_" )

oA" )

UI")
TL" )

tT" ì

R")



// TEST-CTRLLER.STIM

'timescale 1 ns/100 ps

module test;

reg CLK, END, GLOBÀLSTRT, RESET, SELF_TEST, TEST-MODEO, TEST-MODE]

wire HOLD;

wire SET_RESET;

wire SEO;

wi-re SE1;

wire SE2;

i ñFôãô? irrrLLyç! ¿,

supplyL XVDD;

suppfyo XGND;

TEST-CONTROLLERF I1
( .CLK(CLK), .END (END), .GLOBALSTRT(GLOBALSTRT), .HOLD(HOLD),

.RESET(RESET), .SELF-TEST(SELF-TEST), .SET-RESET(SET_RESET), .SEO (SEO),

.SE1 (SEl), .SE2 (SE2), .TEST_MODEO (TEST_MODEO),

.TEST_MODE1 (TEST-MODE1) , .XGND(XGND), .XVDD(XVDD) ) ;

ini t. ia I
begin

+11 CLK=1;

#5 CLK=-CLK;

END=0;

GLOBALSTRT=0;

RESET=1;

SELF-TEST=1;

TEST-MODE0=1;

TEST-MODE1=1;

#5 CLK=-CLK;

Ii5 CLK=-CLK;

END= O ;

GLOBALSTRT=0;

SELF_TEST=O;

TEST-MODE0=1;

TEST-MODE1=1;

{I5 CLK=-CLK;

il5 CLK=-CLK;

END=0;

GLOBALSTRT=O;

RESET=1;

// On-Demand-Test mode

/ / exLL lrom ODT mode

Psudo-Concurrent Test mode



SELF-TEST=1";

TEST-MODE0=1;

TEST-MODE1=0;

il5 CLK=-CLK;

/ / exit from

{I5 CLK=-CLK;

END= 0 ;

GLOBALSTRT=0;

RESET=1;

QET F MPCN_1 .

TEST-MODEO=O;

TEST-MODE1=1;

#5 CLK=-CLK;

{I5 CLK=-CLK;

END=0;

GLOBÀLSTRT=0;

RESET=L;

SELF-TEST=0;

TEST-MODE0=0;

TEST-MODE1=1;

ll5 CLK=-CLK;

PCT mode

Scan-TesL mode

/ / exic from ST mode

/ / scan-PaLh ring

#5 CLK=-CLK;

END=0;

GLOBÀLSTRT=0;

ÞFCrm-1.

SELF-TEST=0;

TEST-MODE0=0;

TEST-MODE1=0;

{i5 CLK=-CLK;

// Reset



#5 CLK=-CLK;

END=0;

GLOBALSTRT=O;

RESET=1;

SELF-TEST=1;

TEST-MODE0=1;

TEST-MODEI-=1;

JT5 CLK=-CLK;

#5 CLK=-CLK;

END=1;

GLOBALSTRT=0;

RESET=1;

SELF-TEST=1;

TEST-MODE0=1;

TEST-MODEI-=1;

#5 CLK=-CLK;

#5 CLK=-CLK;

END=0;

GLOBALSTRT=O;

RESET=1;

SELF-TEST=1;

TEST-MODE0=1;

TEST-MODE1=1;

ti5 CLK=-CLK;

#5 CLK=-CLK;

END=0;

GLOBALSTRT=0;

DFCFm-1 .

SELF-TEST=l-;

TEST-MODE0=1;

TEST-MODE1=0;

ii5 CLK=-CLK;

{t5 CLK=-CLK;

END= 1 ;

GLOBALSTRT=0;

ÐECEm-1.

SELF-TEST=1;

TEST-MODE0=1;

TEST-MODEI=0;

ii5 CLK=-CLK;

iI5 CLK=-CLK;

END=0;

GLOBALSTRT=0;

RESET=1;

// on-Demand-Test. mode

/ / OD'I Test Cycle End

// On-Demand-Test mode

// Psudo-Concurrent Test mode

/ / PCT Test Cycle End

// Psudo-ConcurrenE Test mode



SELF-TEST=1;

TEST-MODE0=1;

TEST-MODEI=0;

#5 CLK=-CLK;

#5 CLK=-CLK;

#5 CLK=-CLK;

#5 CLK=-CLK;

ll5 CLK=-CLK;

#5 CLK=-CLK;

#10000 $sLop;
end

ini t ial
begin

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

Sdisplay ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

Sdisplay ( "

/ / Change daEa every 1 MHz

$monit'or($tíme,, GLOBALSTRT, CLK, SELF_TEST, TEST_MODEO, TEST_MODE1,

END, RESET, SEO, SE1, SE2, HOLD, SET_RESET );
end

GCSTTERSSSHS" ) ;

LLEEENEEEEOE" ) ;

OKLSSDSOl2LT" ) ;

B FTT E D_''I;
A 

- 
T R");

initial
$gr_waves (

"GLOBALSTRT", GLOBALSTR'T, " CLK", CLK, "SELF.TEST", SELF_TEST,

"TEST-MODEO",TEST_MODEO, "TEST-MODE1", TEST_MODE1, "END", END,

"RESET", RESET, "SEO", SEO, "SE1",581., "582",5E2, "HOLD",HOLD,

"SET_RESET", SET-RESET ) ;

endmodufe

L TMM

S EOO

T SDD

R TEE

T 01

E");

', l;



/ / ECCT. STTM

'timescafe 1 ns/100 ps

module Lest;

reg CLOCK, ECC-TEST, GLOBALSTRT, RESET, SCAN_IN, T_MODEO, T_MoDE1 ;

wire COR-ERROR;

wiTe DOUBLE ERROR;

wire ECC_FAILURE;

wire SCAN_OUT;

inteqer i;

supplyl XVDD;

supplyO XGND;

ECC-TF T1

( .CLOCK (CLOCK), .COR-ERROR(COR-ERROR),

. DOUBLE-ERROR ( DOUBLE-ERROR), . ECC-FAILURE ( ECC_FAILURE ), . ECC_TEST ( ECC-TEST ),

.GLOBALSTRT(GLOBÀLSTRT), .RESET(RESET),.SCAN_IN(SCÀN-IN),.SCAN-OUT(SCÃN-OUT)

. T_MODEO ( T_MODEO ), . T_MODEI ( r_MODEl ), . xcND ( XGND ), . xvDD ( XVDD) ) ;

ini t ial

#0 RESET=Oi / / reset the whole system
#35 CLOCK=1;

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK; // On-Demand-Test mode

GLOBALSTRT=0;
ÐÈcFm_1.

SCAN-IN =1;
trca .rF qîl= 1 .

r-MODE0=l;

T-MODEI=1;

ll35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

l|35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

+35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

for(i=0; i < 4096; i=i+1)
#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

1t35 CLOCK=-CLOCK; / / exít from ODT mode

GLOBALSTRT=O;

RESET=l-;

SCAN-IN =1;
ECC-TEST= O ;

T-MODEO=1;

T-MODEI-=1;

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

+35 CLOCK=*CLOCK;



+I35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

for(i=0; i < 4096; i=i+1)
#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK; / /
GLOBALSTRT=0;

ÞÊcrm-1.

caÀÀt T\t -1 .

r^a mFcm_1 .

T-MODEO=1;

T_MODE1=0;

ìI35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

for(i=0; i < 4096;1=i+1)
#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

Psudo-Concurrent. Test mode

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK; / / exLt from PCT mode

GLOBÀLSTRT=O;

RFCFl=1 .

SCAN-IN =1;
ECC-TEST=0;

T-MODEO=1;

T-MODEI=0;

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

1I35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

for(i=0; i < 4096; j=i+1)

II35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK; // Scan-TesL mode

GLOBALSTRT=0;

RESET=l-;

SCÀN-TN =1;
ECC-TEST=1;

T-MODEO=0;

T-MODE1=1;

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

1i35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

for(i=0; i < 4096; i=i+1)
+È35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

li35 CLOCK=-CLOCK; / / ex,.t from ST mode

GLOBÀLSTRT=0;

SCAN-IN =1;
Faa mrcm_^.

T-MODEO = O ;



T-MODE1=1;

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

for(i=0;i<4096;i=i+1
#35 CLOCK=-CLoCK;

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK; / / Scan-Pa:h ríng
GLOBALSTRT=O;

SCAN_IN =1;
F^^ mFOm_î .

T-MODE0=0;

T-MODE1=0;

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

iÉ35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

for ( i=0 ; i- < 4096; i=i+1 )

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

GLOBALSTRT=0;

RESET=1;

SCAN-IN =1;
F^ô mcom-n.

T-MODEO=0;

T-MODE1=0;

#35 CLOCK=*CLOCK;

Ii35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

#35 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

for(i=0; i < 4096;

1135 CLOCK=-CLOCK;

end

init ial-
begin

// Globaf Reset

$display ( "

$display ( "

Sdisplay ( "

Sdisplay ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

$display ( "

Sdisplay ( "

$disptay ( "

ÞoÌspray ( "

$display ( "

Smonitor($time,

i=i+1)

CRGETTSSCDE" )

LELC_CCOOC" )

OSOCMMA¿.RUC" )

CEB_OONN_B_" )

KTATDD-ELF" )

LEEEIOREA" )

SSOINUR-I" )

TT TOEL" )

R RRU" )

T RR")

oE')
R ")

CLOCK, RESET, GLOBALSTRT,



ECC_TEST, T_MODEO, T-MODE1, SCÀN-IN,

SCAN_OUT, COR-ERROR, DOUBLE_ERROR, ECC_FÀTLURE) ;

end

initial
S gT-waveS ( " CLOCK ", CLOCK, " RESET ", RESET, "GLOBALSTRT ", GLOBALSTRT,

" ECC-TEST " , ECC-TEST, " T-MODEO " , T_MODEO , " T-MODEI " , T-MODE1 ,

"SCÀN_TN", SCAN_IN,

" SCAN-OUT ", SCAN-OUT, " COR-ERROR ", COR_ERROR,

"DOUBLE_ERROR", DOUBLE-ERROR, "ECC-FAILURE", ECC-FÀTLURE) ;

endmodufe



APPEI.{DNX ts:

Sß4ULATION O{JTPUT ( .1og Files)

( from Verilog-Xl simulator )



The following .log files represent the design simulation output for the six (6) modular

designs in the hierarchy of the on-chip BIT ECC design. The .log files were produced

and logged by the Verilog-Xl simulator during the simulation process, given the design

netlist files (.v file) and the stimulus files (.stim file).

i) ecc.log is for the ECC_CORE unit.

iÐ prtg.log is for the on-chip test generator PRTG unit.

iii) mux.log is for the ECC input multiplexer unit.

iv) rnisr_core.log, sig_sim.log and misr.log are for the on-+hip

signature analyzer MISR unit.

v) t_ctrller.log is for the built-in test controller unit.

vi) ecc_t.log is for the top-level design of the on--chip BIT ECC.

It is noted that these six (6) .1og files will take about 500 pages of papers if printed. As
such they are stored electronically in a floppy disk. The .1og files as well as the thesis

write-up are also FTP accessible through the internet network.


